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A b stract
In this work we compute the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 of the scaled trace 
form Q a .<i (x ) =  tr .4/*(ax“). where .4 is a central simple algebra over a perfect field 
k  of characteristic different from two. a € .4 is a  fixed element, and t r A/k is the 
reduced trace.
The first three chapters provide background material about quadratic forms, 
central simple algebras, group cohomology, and representations of linear algebraic 
groups.
The fourth chapter presents two known results about the second Stiefel-Whitney 
class of trace forms: Serre’s formula for the case of etale algebras and Saltm an's 
formula for the case of central simple algebras.
Our com putation of it’2(Qa.a) is done in Chapter 5. We s ta rt with the case 
where .4 =  M n(k). We express iV2 (Q\in(k).a) as a  sum involving corestrictions of 
quaternion algebras over certain factors of E S* E . where E  is a commutative etale 
algebra over k  tha t depends on the semisimple part of a. When .4 is an arbitrary 
central simple algebra we can find an isomorphism .f : .4 S  ks —* M n(ks) (ks is the 
separable closure of k) such th a t ^(a) := b 6  M n(k). Using Galois cohomology and 
representation theory of reductive groups we show that
<1-2 ( Q . 4 . a )  = + n(n, ~ 1>[.-l].
where [.4] is the class of .4 in the Brauer group of k.
iv
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Introduction
Trace forms and their variants arise naturally in the study of finite-dimensional 
algebras such as commutative etale algebras, central simple algebras and Lie alge­
bras. It is natural to ask for the associated Stiefel-Whitney classes.
In 1984 J.-P. Serre [24] expressed the second Stiefel-Whitney invariant of the 
trace form of a commutative etale algebra in terms of other cohomological invari­
ants. His formula had im portant applications to embedding problems and to the 
inverse Galois problem [29]. Serre's formula was generalized to all higher Stiefel- 
Whitney invariants by B. Kahn [8].
In the case of central simple algebras. D. Saltman (1987. unpublished as far 
as we know) and later Serre [25] described, using different methods, the second 
Stiefel-Whitney class of the form t r ( x 2). where t r  is the reduced trace. (See also 
Tignol [28] and Lewis-Morales [13].) More recently. A. Queguiner [18. 19] computed 
this invariant for the form tr(cr(x).r) of a central simple algebra equipped with an 
involution er.
In this work we shall be interested in scaled trace forms of central simple al­
gebras. th a t is. quadratic forms of the type Q.4.a(x) -  t r 4/A..(ax2). where t r A/k is 
the reduced trace of a central simple algebra .4 over a perfect field k  of charac­
teristic different from two and a is a fixed element of .4. The form Q a .g has been 
studied by David Lewis in [11]. where he established its general properties and 
gave formulas for its signature and discriminant. The next question was natural!}' 
the computation of the Hasse invariant (second Stiefel-Whitney invariant), which 
was left as an open problem in [11]. Our results provide a full computation of the 
second Stiefel-Whitney invariant ir> of Q am-
1
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The results and basic concepts about quadratic forms and central simple algebras 
used throughout our work are presented in Chapter 1.
In Chapter 2 we review some aspects of cohomology of groups such as: non- 
abelian cohomology. Galois cohomology, and Galois descent. Springer's spinor rep­
resentation of the Hasse invariant [26. 4.7] is presented in the last section of Chapter 
2 . where we give a slightly different proof and a minor correction to his formula.
Chapter 3 deals with linear algebraic groups with emphasis on representation 
theory'. The main result in this chapter is an explicit description, in terms of 
weights, of the obstruction to lift a rational orthogonal representation G —>■ SO  
of a reductive algebraic group G  to a spinor representation G —► S p in  (Theorem 
3.37).
We start C hapter 4 with Delzant s definition of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of a 
quadratic form. Then we focus our attention on the second Stiefel-Whitney class of 
trace forms by presenting Serre s formula in the case of etale algebras and Saltm ans 
formula in the case of central simple algebras.
The formula for the computation of the second Stiefel-Whitney class of scaled 
trace forms of central simple algebras is given in Chapter 5. We start by showing 
that we can reduce the problem to the case where the scaling factor a £ .4 is a 
semisimple element. Then we carry out the computations for the case when .4 is a 
split algebra. In (5.12) we express u.'2 (Q.\[n{k).a) ^  a sum involving corestrictions of 
quaternion algebras over certain factors of where £  is a commutative etale
algebra over k  which depends on the semisimple element a. Finally, we consider .4 
an arbitrary central simple algebra. Using Galois cohomology and representation 
theory of reductive groups, we show that
ny(Q.-l.a) =  U-'2(Q.\lnlk).b) -1---- ----------[.4].
9
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where [A] is the class of .4 in the Brauer group of k  and 6 €  M n(k) is an element 
whose similarity class is canonically determined by a according to Lemma 1.49. 
The general form’.da (5.18) is obtained by combining this result with the expression 
for iv-i(Q\in(k).b) •
3
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C hapter 1 
Q uadratic Forms and Central Sim ple  
A lgebras
In this chapter we introduce some basic concepts of quadratic forms and central 
simple algebras th a t will be useful throughout our work. Most of the results are 
presented without proof since they are standard and easily found in any basic book 
of quadratic forms. Two good references are [10] and [21].
1.1 Quadratic Forms
O rthogonal D ecom p osition
Let k  be a field of characteristic different from 2. The multiplicative group of 
nonzero elements of k  will be denoted by k.
D efin ition  1 .1 . Consider V  a finite dimensional vector space over k. A quadratic 
form  is a map q : V  —* k such that:
(i) <7(ax) =  a2q(x)  for all a 6 k. x  E V :
(ii) bq(x. y) =  \ ( q ( x  +  y) -  q(x)  -  7 (y)) is a bilinear form.
The pair (V.q) is called a quadratic space. For simplicity sometimes we write just 
q for (V.q) and 6 for bq. A quadratic space (V.q) is called nondegenerate 
(or regular) if bq(x.  y) =  0 for all y  E V  implies x  =  0.
From now on. unless otherwise sta ted , our quadratic spaces are nondegenerate.
D efin ition  1.2. A vector x E V  is said to be isotropic if 6(x. x) = 0. and 
anisotropic otherwise. Two vectors x. y  6  V  are said to be orthogonal if b(x. y)  = 0 . 
Twro subsets U. IT of V  are orthogonal if b(x .y)  = 0 for all x € U and y  € IT.
If (Vj.<7i) and (V>.q>) are quadratic spaces, then their orthogonal sum (V.q) is 
defined by: V = Vj ® V2 and <7(x i 0 x-2) = 7i(x i) + q 2 (x->) for £ Vj and x> € V->.
4
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We write q =  qi _L q>. One can easily check that if Xj £  V'! and x> £ V-> then they 
are orthogonal with respect to q.
T h eorem  1.3. [21. Chap 1. Theorem 3.5] Every quadratic space (V.q) is the 
orthogonal sum of one-dimensional subspaces. In other words. V has a basis of  
orthogonal vectors.
N o ta tio n  We denote the one-dimensional quadratic space (k x .q ) where q(x) =
a £ k  by <  a >. If  an £ k. then < ai >_L . . .  _!_< an > is denoted by
<  sq an > . From the previous theorem every quadratic space (V.q) can be
w ritten in the form q =  < a i  an >  for some a, £ k. We refer to it as a
diagonalization of q. A quadratic form can have more than one diagonalization.
E quivalences
Two quadratic spaces (V'. <7) and (V'.q') are isometric if there exists a linear iso­
morphism ^  : V  —<■ V'  such that
V ( a ( x ). ^ (y)) =  b,,(x.y)  for all x .y  £ V
(equivalently, ^ '(^(x)) =  q(x)).  We denote (V.q) zz (V'.q')  or just q ~  q'. The 
relation ~  is an equivalence relation 011 the set of quadratic spaces over k. The 
isomorphism ^  involved is called an isometry between the quadratic spaces.
Xow we shall define another equivalence relation between two quadratic forms. 
q and q'. of the same dimension. We say that q and q' are simply-equivalent if we
can find diagonalizations q =  < a i  an > and q' =<   bn > and indices
i . j  such that < at.aj >cz< bt .bj > and =  bf. for all k  ^  i . j .  We say that q and 
q' are chain-equivalent if there is a sequence of quadratic forms of same dimension
r/0.<7i ..........qm such that q = q0. qm = q'. and q, is simply-equivalent to qt+i for
1 =  0 ..........m — 1. This is an equivalence relation, denoted by %. on the set of
quadratic forms of a fixed dimension.
5
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Clearly if q\ ~  q2 then <71 ~  q2. The converse is also true and is a powerful tool 
in the study of quadratic forms.
Theorem  1.4. (W itt's  Chain-Equivalence) [10. Chap 1. Theorem 5.2] I f  two quadra­
tic forms are isometnc then they are chain-equivalent.
O rthogonal G roups
Consider the set of all isometries ^  : (V.q) —- (V.q). This set forms a group with 
respect to composition, called the orthogonal group of (V.q). denoted by 0(V .  q). 
Later the notations O(V') and 0 (7 ) will also be used to represent O (V.q).
A simple argument from linear algebra shows that if a € O(V.q).  then det cr = 
±1. The set
SO(V'.q) = {cr £ O (V.q) : det cr =  1}
is a subgroup of 0 (V r. q) and is called the special orthogonal group of (V.q).
The following example of an isometrv will be useful to describe all elements of 
O (V.q).
Exam ple 1.5. Let x € V  be an anisotropic vector and define rx : V' —* V' by
/ > 0 &(x.y)
t x y) =  y -  2 - ----- -x.o(x. x)
This linear map. which can be shown to be an isometrv. is called a reflection relative 
to the hyperplane \V =  {y G V' : 6(x. y) =  0}.
The name reflection is suggested by the first of the following properties of rx:
(1) rx(x) =  - x  and rx/„. =  idlv-.
(2 ) det rx =  - 1.
The next theorem describes the group O (V.q) in terms of reflections.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
T heorem  1.6. (Cartan-Dieudonne) [10. Appendix Chap 1] Let {V.q) be a quadratic 
space and dim V  =  n. Then each isometry cr 0{V.q)  is a product o f  at most n 
reflections.
Field  E xtensions
Let L be an extension of k. If (V'. q) is a quadratic space over k. we define {Vl -Ql)- 
a quadratic space over L. as follows:
VL = V %k L and bqL{x  S  a. y  2> J) = a J  bq(x. y)
for all x . y  € V  and a . J  6  L.
Consider a Galois extension L of k  with Galois group G = Gal(L /k) .  The action 
of G on Vi is given by
n n
c r ( ^ x , S  A,) =  ^  x, £5 (rrA,) for a  € G.
i=l :=1
We also have an action of G on any bilinear forms b over Vf given by ab(x.  y) = 
a{b{a~lx . a ~ ly))  for x .y  <E Vl - From the definition of bqL we have that crbqL = bqL 
for all cr € G. On the other hand, if we consider a quadratic form qf on such 
that abq> = bq> for all cr G G. then q' =  qi  for a unique quadratic form q on V .
L em m a 1.7. Given q and q' two quadratic forms over k  of the same dimension. 
There is a Galois extension L of  k such that qi and q'L are isometric. In particular, 
any two quadratic forms over k of the same dimension become isometric over the 
separable closure o f  k.
Proof. Consider q = <  a { an > and q' = <   bn > with a t . 6, € k. Let
c, be the square root of a~lbt and consider the field L generated by the c,’s. The
isometry p : VL —* VL between qi and q'L is given by the matrix diag(c'i cn).
□
7
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of a theorem by Springer 
(see [21. Chap 2. Theorem 5.3]).
T h e o rem  1.8. Let L be an extension of k of odd degree. I f  q and if  are of the 
same dimension and qi  ~  q'L. then q — q' over k.
The W itt-G roethendieck  G roup
Let Q be the set of all isometry classes of quadratic spaces over k. The element in 
Q representing a quadratic space (V'. q) will be denoted again by q and the addition 
in Q. induced by the orthogonal sum. will be denoted by _L. In fact. Q is a monoid 
with respect to ±.
The fact that cancellation law holds in Q is one of the basic theorems of quadratic 
forms.
T h e o re m  1.9. (W itt Cancellation) [10 . Chap 1. Theorem 4.2] I f  q.q^.q-i are ar­
bitrary quadratic forms such that q Jl qi ~  f/ -L q>. then q\ ~  q>.
Now define the following equivalence relation on Q x Q:
~  (q'x-q-i) <=> <7i -L q'i = q-i -L q[ in Q.
D efin itio n  1 .1 0 . The set of equivalence classes with respect to ~  is called the
Witt-Groethendieck group of k. denoted by U'(A:).
The operation in W (k)  is induced by
(qi-q-2) +  {q[-q-2) =  (</i -1 q[-q-2 -L q'z)- 
The zero element is (0.0) =  (q.q) for any q € Q. Hence the inverse of (q. q') is
iq ’-q)-
The map i : Q —* W (k)  defined by i(q) = (q. 0) is injective, so we can identify 
Q with i(Q). Note that (q. q') =  i{q) — i(q') = q — q'. so each element of W(k) can 
be written as a formal difference of elements in Q.
8
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Our goal now is to describe IV (k) by generators and relations. Consider the 
group ring Z [k/k~] and the group homomorphism
-  : Z[k/k2} -r  \V{k)
defined by ~[a\ = <  a >  for all [a] E k / k 2. It is clear that < a >=< ab2 > for any 
6 E k. It follows from this and from Theorem 1.3 that ~ is surjective.
T h e o rem  1.11. [21. Chap 2. Theorem 9.1] Let ~ be as above. Hence kerf") is 
generated by the elements [a] +  [6] — [c] — [d] E Z [k /k2\ satisfying < a. b > ~  < c.d >.
Proof. If a  E ker ~ . then a  = [qJ +  r [a„j — [Ji] — • • - — [Jn] with
< a i  q„ > ~ <  3 l  J n >. By W itt’s chain-equivalence Theorem 1.4.
< a i ..........a n > ~ <  J i ........ 3n >. This means that we have quadratic forms
< « [ ..........cin >= qo.qi........ 9m—l• qm =< -3\........... 3n >  such that qt is simply-
equivalent to 9,^ 1. Consider the diagonalizations that make qt simply-equivalent to 
9,+1 and write them as elements of Z[kjk2). Then there are a.b .c .d  E k / k 2 such 
that
9i ~  9i^ -i =  [a ] ■+■ [b\ ~  [c] — [d] and < a.b > ~ <  c.d  > .
Hence we have
c* — <7o Qm
=  (9o — 9i) +  (91 — q>) H +  (9m-1 — 9m)
=  ([«ij +  [6i] — [q] — [di]) 4- ([a2] +  [62] -  [q>] — [d-j]) +
+  ([flm] +  [^ m] [^ 4n] — [dm])
with < al.bl > ~ <  ct .d t >. □ Now we are able to give a description of l l ' (k)  by 
generators and relations.
C o ro lla ry  1.12. The group W(k)  is generated by the elements < a >. a E k. 
subject to the relations:
9
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(1) < a > = <  ab2 > for all a.b € k.
(2) < a > +  < b > = <  a +  6 > - f < ( a  +  b)ab > fo r  a + b ^  0 .
Invariants
One of the basic questions in quadratic forms is the classification problem. The 
desire is to associate invariants with a quadratic space so that it is completely 
determined by them.
The first and most obvious invariant of a quadratic space (V. q) is the dimension 
of the vector space V. We call it the dimension of  q.
The subgroup I(k) = {<71 — q> € \V(k) : dim qx — d im 72} of W (k)  is called the 
fundamental ideal. This subgroup plays an important role in the theory of quadratic 
forms.
If (V.q) is a quadratic space, then by 1.3 there are a {......... an € k  such that
q =  < ........ an >. Define det(<7) =  € k / k 2 as the determinant of q.
which is independent of the diagonalization.
These two invariants are sufficient to classify the quadratic spaces over finite
fields (see [21. Chap 2. §3]).
The next important invariant is the Hasse invariant. However we need the notion 
of quaternion algebras in order to define it.
D efin ition  1.13. Let a.b £ k. We define the quaternion algebra (a.b) to be the 
A-algebra on two generators i . j  with the relations:
i2 = a . j 2 =  b .and i j  = —ji.
A basis of (a.b) is { l . i . j . i j } .  so (a.b) is a four-dimensional A'-algebra.
E xam ple 1.14. If k = R. a =  b = —1. then ( — 1. —1) is the well-known ring of 
Hamilton quaternions.
10
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P roposition  1.15. [10. Chap 3. Proposition 1.1] Consider a.b. c.d £ k. Then
(1) {a.b) = (acr.bd~).
(2) The center of {a.b) is k.
(3) {a.b) has no proper two-sided ideals.
(4) ( — 1. 1) — -\I-2 (k) ( 2 x 2  matrices over k).
R em ark 1.16. From properties (2) and (3). we have that the quaternion algebra 
(a.b) is a central simple algebra, which will be defined and discussed later in this 
chapter.
The quaternion algebras help us to classify the binary (of dimension 2) quadratic 
forms as follows:
Theorem  1.17. [10. Chap 3. Corollary 2.9] The quadratic forms < a.b > and 
< c.d  > are isometric if  and only if  (a.b) = (c.d) and ab =  cd in k / k 2.
Xext we define de Hasse invariant, which is an element of the Brauer group of k 
(see Definition 1.40).
D efin ition  1.18. If q = <  a i  an >. we define the Hasse invariant of q. de­
noted h(q). by the formula
h(q) =  U . M
‘<j
where the product is the tensor product in the Brauer group of k. For n = 1. 
h(q) =  1 by definition.
The definition of h(q) does not depend on the chosen diagonalization of q. This 
can be shown using the W itt chain-equivalence Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.15.
The next lemma facilitates in the computations of Hasse invariants and can be 
easily verified.
11
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Lem m a 1.19. Letq .q '  be two quadratic forms. Then
h(q JL q) = h(q) ■ h(q') • (det q. det q).
R em ark 1.20. The determinant and the Hasse invariant are the first and the sec­
ond cases in a sequence of invariants of quadratic forms called the Stiefel-Whitney 
classes. We will define them in Chapter 4.
Clifford A lgebras
Let V  be a vector space over k. We define T n(V)  =  V  2  - • - 2  V  (n times) for 
n > 0. T°(V)  = k  and T n{V) = 0 for n < 0.
Then T(V)  =  \ \ nCz T n{V) is a Z-graded vector space. If Xi 2  • - • 2  x n £ T^(V') 
and yi 2  • • • 2  y m £ T m(V). then we define
(x! 2 ) — 2  x n)(y! 2  • • • 2  y m) =  X[ 2  • • • 2  x„ 2  y i 2  • • • 2  y m € T n+m{V). This 
dehnes a product in T ( V ): so T (V )  is a Z-graded A;-algebra. It is called the tensor 
algebra o f V .
D efin ition  1 .2 1 . Let (V. q) be a quadratic space over k  and 7~( V') its tensor alge­
bra. Denote by I(q) the two-sided ideal of T(V)  generated by the set { x 2 x — q(x) : 
x  € V’}. The quotient algebra
T(V)C {V.q) = - 1 - 1
i{q)
is called the Clifford algebra of {V.q). For simplicity we also denote C (V. q) by 
C{q). We represent by u an element u £ T (V )  viewed as an element of C(r/). 
There is a canonical map V - -  C {V.q) given by x  >—* x. It is clear that C {V.q) is 
generated bv V.
Properties:
(i) If x  and y  are orthogonal in {V.q). then x y  =  — y x  in C {V.q).
(ii) If x  £ V  is an anisotropic vector, then x  is invertible in C{V.q).
12
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(iii) If Xi x n is a orthogonal basis of (V'. q). then x t  x a generates C(V'. q)
as a Ar-algebra. Since x ,J =  7(x,) and x ,x , =  — x ,x , for i ^  j .  the products
xVl ---xY" with et € {0.1}.
generate C (V.q) as a /r-vector space.
(iv) The property (iii) implies that the canonical map V  —- C (q) is injective. Hence 
we can identify V  with V  and omit the bar notation.
(v) There is a canonical involution ' on C(q) defined by (x! ■ ■ • x^)' = x^ ■ ■ • x t for 
x, 6  V. Clearly this involution is trivial on V .
E x a m p le  1.22. Consider the binary form q = <  a.b > with a.b £ k / k 2. Then 
C(q) is the quaternion algebra (a.b) as defined in 1.13.
The isometry x  i—»• —x of V  induces an automorphism of C(q)  of order two. that 
we shall denote by 7 . Hence we can use 7 to define a grading on C(q) as follows:
Co(q) = {•* € C(<7) : 7 (.s) =  s} (even part)
C i (q) = {s € C(q) : 7 (5 ) =  - s }  (odd part)
We have that C(<7) = C 0(<7) 0  Ci(q).
R e m a rk  1.23. Note that if s € C 0(q) (resp.. Ci(<7)) . then -s is a A:-linear combi­
nation of products Xi • • - x r with r even (resp.. odd).
L em m a 1.24. Let t € 0 (<7) be an isometry of  q. Then there exists an invertible 
element st 6  C(q) such that for  x  € V. t(x) = d(t)stx s f l . where d(t) is the 
determinant of t.
13
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Proof. First, consider t a reflection rx with x an anisotropic (so invertible) element 
of V . hence d(t) = — 1. For y  € V.
t(y) =  T, ( y ) = y - M f ^ x
<7(x)
=  y  -  (xy -r yx)x~ 2x 
=  —x y x -1.
Now from the Cartan-Dieudonne Theorem 1.6. given t £ 0 (9 ) there are anisotropic 
vectors X[ x r in V  such that t =  rXl • ••/■Xr. Hence d{t) =  ( —l) r and
*(y) ="xi • • • "Xr(y) =  tx. -• • rXp_1( - x ryx7: 1)
=  ( - l n x r ' - x ^ y t x ^ - ' - x f 1)
= ( - l ) r* y a f l .
where st =  Xi • • • x r . □
In fact we proved more than the theorem required. We have shown that the 
element st can be chosen to be even (resp.. odd) if d{t) = 1 (resp.. —1). As a result, 
we can say that f(x) =  ~(st)y .s fl .
The set P{q) =  {.s € C(q) : s is invertible and 7(.s)l'.s-1 =  V'} is a subgroup 
of the group of invertible elements of C(q). For each s £ P{q) define cts : V —>• V  
by q s(x) =  7(.s)x.s_1. From this we get a homomorphism a  : P(q) —* A ut(I'). In 
fact one can show that the maps a s are isometries and we actually have
a  : P{q) — O(q).
From the above lemma, a  is surjective. Moreover.
P ro p o s itio n  1 .25. [21. Chap 9. Theorem 3.3] Let a be as above, then there is an 
exact sequence
I k —> P{q) 0 (<7) —* 1.
14
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Denote by Pinto) the subgroup of P(q) consisting of elements s such that ss' =  1. 
The restriction of the map a  to Pinto) will be denote by tt. The sequence
1 — {± 1 }  — Pinto) — 0 (7) 
is exact, but the map t t  may not be surjective.
D efin ition  1.26. The spinor norm is the homomorphism J  : 0 (7) —* k / k 2 defined 
on the generators rx by J ( rx) =  q(x.) k / k 2.
One can check tha t the sequence
1 — { ± 1} — P in (7) — 0 (7) fc/fc2 
is exact. In particular if k / k 2 =  1. then we have the following short exact sequence
1 -  { ± 1 } - P in to ) — 0 (7 ) - 1 .  (1.1)
D efin ition  1.27. The inverse image ~ - 1(SO(7 )) is called the spin group of (V.q) 
and denoted by Spinto). In fact. Spinto) = P into) O C 0to).
T heorem  1.28. I f  k /  k2 = 1. then the following sequence is exact
1 —» {±1} — Spinto) SO (7) —» 1.
1.2 Centred Sim ple Algebras
In this section we only consider finite dimensional algebras over a field k (of any 
characteristic).
D efin ition  1.29. An algebra A  is called simple if it has no two-sided ideals other 
than 0 and .4.
T heorem  1.30. (Wedderburn) Let .4 be a simple algebra over k  and. AI a minimal 
right ideal of A. Then D = End..i(A/) is a division algebra and A  =  M n(D) for  
some n 6  N.
15
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Proof. Since A/ is a minimal right ideal of .4. it is easy to see that every nonzero 
endomorphism of A/ is an isomorphism (so invertible). Hence EndA(A/) is a division 
algebra.
Recall that for any ring R  we have R = Endfl(R). when R  is considered as a 
right module over itself. This isomorphism is given by
R  —► EndR(i?). x  (y xy).
Hence we have .4 =  EndA(.4).
Xow since .4 is simple. .44/ =  .4. Hence there are a, 6  .4. x , 6  M  such that
1 =  +  • • • +  anx n.
We choose one of these equations which has n minimal. Since a = n ^ jq a )  4- • • • 4- 
an(x na) for all a 6  .4. we have that
.4 =  a [A/ +  • • • 4" an\[.
One can check that this is a direct sum. Since M  is minimal the map x >—» a,x is 
an isomorphism M  = a,.\f.  Thus we have
.4 S  M n =  M  5  • • • © M.
Putting  all these facts together we get
.4 £  End..i(.4) s  End ,4(.!/") 2* M J E n d A(M))  = Mn(D).
where D  =  End.4(A/). □
P rop osition  1.31. [21. Chap 8. Proposition 1.9] I f  D and A are division algebras 
such that M n(D) =  A/rn(A). then D = A and m =  n.
16
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R e m a rk  1.32. Note that dimt .4 = dinio M n(D) =  n 2. Hence the dimension of a 
simple /t'-algebra is always a square. The square root n of this dimension is called 
degree of .4.
D efin itio n  1.33. A ^-algebra is called central if its center is k. An algebra that 
is both central and simple is called central simple algebra.
E x a m p le  1.34. Let a.b £ k. then the quaternion algebra (a.b) defined in 1.13 is 
a central simple algebra (see Proposition 1.15).
L em m a 1.35. [21. Chap. 8 . Lemma 2.3] I f  A  is a k-algebra. then
Mn(k) .4 A/n(.4).
In particular. M n{k) 0  M m{k) =  \ I mn(k).
T h e o re m  1.36. [21. Chap. 8 . Theorem 3.2] Let .4. B  be k-algebras.
(i) I f  A and B  are central, then .4 ® B is central.
(Li) I f  A is a central simple algebra and B is simple, then .4 0  B is simple.
(iii) I f  A and B are central simple algebras, then .4 0  5  is also a central simple 
algebra.
D efin itio n  1.37. For a A>aigebra .4. define a new algebra Aop by Aop =  .4 as 
additive abelian groups and the product o in Aop is given by a o 6 =  ba. Clearly 
Aop is a A:-algebra. It is called the opposite algebra of  .4 .
L em m a 1.38. I f  .4 is a central simple algebra over k. then Aop is also a central
simple algebra over k.
Proof. Every left (right) ideal of .4 is a right (left) ideal of A op. Thus A op is simple.
Clearly the center of Aop coincides with the center of .4. □
T h e o re m  1.39. Let .4 be a central simple algebra over k. Then .4 0  .4op = A/n(A') 
where n = dim .4.
17
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Proof. For a E .4 and b E Aop define the map
A  x Aop —- End, (.4) by axb).
This map is bilinear and multiplicative. Hence by the universal property of the 
tensor product there is an algebra homomorphism
: .4 8  Aop -  E nd ,(.4).
Since .4 g  Aop is simple, j  is injective. In fact. ^ is bijective because the dimensions 
coincide. Therefore
.4 ® .4op ss E n d ,(.4) s  Mn{k). □
D efin itio n  1.40. We say that two central simple algebras A .B  are similar (.4 ~
B)  if .4 =  \ [ n{D) and B  =  ,\/m(D) for some division algebra D and some rn. n E N.
This defines an equivalence relation on the set of central simple algebras over k. 
The set of equivalence classes is called the Brauer group, denoted Br(A:).
We need to check that indeed Br(A;) is a group. First if .4 ~  .4' and B  ~  B ' . then 
from Lemma 1.35 we have .4®£? ~  .4 'g B '. Hence tensor product is compatible with 
the equivalence relation and induces a product in Br(A.-). From the commutativity 
and the associativity of tensor product we get the same properties for the product 
in Bv(k). The neutral element is the class of the matrix algebras {.\In(k) : n E N} 
and .4op is the inverse element of .4 (see 1.39).
R e m a rk  1.41. The tensor product of quaternion algebras has the property:
{a.b) 8  (a .c ) =  {a. be) 8  M>(k) (see [10. Corollary 2.11]).
Hence {a.b) 8  (a.c) =  {a. be) in Br(Ar). Similarly, {a.b) 8  (c. 6) =  {ac.b) in Br(A:).
The Brauer group has also a cohomological interpretation (see Corollary 2.10). 
The automorphisms of central simple algebras can be totally described as follows:
18
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T h e o re m  1.42. (Skolem-Xoether) [21. Chap 8 . Theorem 4.2] Let .4 be a central 
simple algebra over k and B  a simple k-algebra. I f  a . r  : B  —► .4 are two algebra 
homomorphisms. then there exists an inner automorphism p  of  A such that r  = pa.
C o ro lla ry  1.43. Every automorphism of a central simple algebra is an inner au­
tomorphism.
Next consider L a field extension of k. If .4 is a A>algebra. then A l =  .4 L is 
a L-algebra. Clearly dinijt(.4) =  dim£,(.4£,).
D efin itio n  1.44. A field extension L of k  is called a splitting field of .4 if .4/, =  
\ [ n(L) for some n. We also say that .4 splits over L.
T h e o re m  1.45. [7. Corollary 4.8] Let .4 be a central simple algebra over k  and D 
be the division algebra such that .4 =  M n(D). Then any maximal subfield of  D is 
a splitting field of A.
T h e o re m  1.46. [21. Chap 8 . Theorem 5.5] Every central simple algebra has a 
separable splitting field.
Consider .4 a central simple algebra over k  of dimension n2. If L is a splitting field 
of .4. then there exists an isomorphism i : .4®* L —- M n(L). To each element a £  .4
we can associate a matrix /(a® 1) in M n(L). Let c( A', a) =  X n + a„_ iA ' n_1 H h-Qo
be the characteristic polynomial of i(a & 1) in L[A']. It can be shown that c(X .a)  
does not depend on the choice of L and has coefficients in k.
D efin itio n  1.47. Let .4 be a central simple algebra over k. a £  .4. The polynomial 
c(Ar. a) is called the characteristic polynomial of a. The coefficient ( —1)"q0 is called 
the reduced norm of a and —Qa_i is called the reduced trace o f  a. We will denote 
them by n(a) and tr(a )  respectively.
19
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From m atrix algebra theory, we have the following properties:
(1)n(a&) =  n(a)n(6)
n(aa) =  a nn(a).
(2)tr(a +  6) =  tr(a) +  tr(6) 
tr(aa) =  atr(a). 
tr(a&) =  tr(6a).
for a.b £  A  and a  £ k.
The reduced trace will be used later to define the scaled trace forms  over central 
simple algebras. Each scaled trace form will be associated to a pointed algebra, 
which we shall discuss now.
D efin ition  1.48. A pointed algebra over k  is a pair (A. a), where .4 is a central 
simple algebra over k  and a is a fixed element of .4. Two pointed algebras (.4. a) and 
(B . b) are said to be isomorphic if there exists a ^-algebra isomorphism ^  : .4 —- B  
w ith -p(a) = 6 .
Let ks be the separable closure of k. A twist of (.4. a) is a pointed algebra (B .b ) 
over k  such that (.4 g  k s. a ) =  (B "g ks. b) as pointed algebras over k s.
L em m a 1.49. Let .4 be a central simple algebra over k and let a £ A. Then there 
exists b £  M n(k). unique up to conjugacy. such that (A. a) is a twist of (Mn(k). b).
Proof. Since A  is a central simple algebra, there exists an isomorphism .p : .4 g  
ks — M n(ks). where n is the degree of .4 over k  (Theorem 1.46). By the Skolem- 
Xoether Theorem. is an inner automorphism for all -< £ F =  Gal(A;s/A:).
In particular a ) and 7 (-p(a)) are similar in M n{ks) for all 7 £ T. It follows that 
the elementary divisors associated with ~p{a) have coefficients in k. Thus j (a)  is 
similar to a m atrix in M n(k). Uniqueness follows from the fact th a t a similarity 
class is uniquely determined by its elementary divisors. □
20
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C hapter 2 
C ohom ology
2.1 Cohom ology of Groups
Let G be a group, written multiplicatively. and let .4 be an abelian group, written 
additively. We say that G acts on the left on .4 if we have a map (g.x) >—>• gx  of 
G x .4 into .4 such that
g(x  +  y) = gx +  gy
((Ji92)x  = 9i(Q2-r)
Ix  = X
for g. g\.g-i € G and x. g €  .4.
Given the group ring Z[G], .4 becomes a Z[G]-module if we define
( J 2 q s 9 ) x  =  2 2 a g ( f f * ) -
Conversely, if .4 is a Z[G]-module. then .4 becomes a G-module by restricting the 
action to G. The elements of .4 that are fixed by G form a subgroup of .4. denoted 
by .4G.
Let .4 be a G-module and C n(G. .4) be the set of functions on n variables in G
into .4. The elements of C n(G. .4) are called n-cochains. A 0-cochain is an element
of .4. W ith the usual definitions of addition and zero. C n(G. .4) is an abelian group.
Now we define a map d from Gn(G. .4) into Cn+l(G. .4). The differential do  of
an n-cochain o  is the (n + l)-cochain
(do)(gi 9n->-i) =g\0{g2.........g„+1)
n
+  5 3 ( - 1)J o ( ^ l  9 j 9 j + i  9 n ~ l  )
j = i
+  ( —l ) n+10(<7i...........9n).
The n-cochains such that do =  0 are called n-cocycles. If o  is a (n — l)-eochain. 
then the n-cochain do is called an n-coboundary. We write Z n(G. A) and B n(G. A)
21
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for the groups of all n-cocycles and n-coboundaries respectively. It can be verified 
that d(do) =  0. so B n{G. A) C Z n{G. A).
Definition 2.1. The factor group
r n r  n  Z ”{ G - A )  r  n
H  {g  a ) - b h g 7a ) ( 1
is called the nth cohomology group of  G with coefficients in .4.
The elements of H°(G.  .4) are the elements of .4 such that g ■ a =  a for all g £  G.
thus H a{G. .4) =  .4C.
A 1-cocycle in H l (G. .4) is a map o from G into .4 satisfying the identity
o(gg') =g -o{g ' )  +o{g).
It is also called a crossed homomorphism.
A 2-cocycIe in H 2{G. .4) is a map o  from G x G into .4 such that
0 • o{g'. g") -  o{gg'. g") +  o(g. g'g") -  o(g. g') =  0.
The definition (2.1) above is useful for our purposes since it is very explicit: 
its drawback is that the functorial properties of the cohomology groups are not 
apparent. Hence we shall also give another (equivalent) definition of H n(G.A)  in 
order that the functorial results are available.
Consider Z as a trivial G-module and .4 a G-module. Then Hom c(Z..4) is an 
abelian group. Any G-homomorphism f  : A —* B  induces a G-homomorphism 
/* : Homc(Z. .4) —*■ Homc(Z. B). Moreover, given an exact sequence of G-modules
0 -» .4 — .4; — .4".
the sequence of abelian groups
0 —* Homc(Z, .4) —*• Hom<;(Z. .4') —► Homc(Z. .4 )
99
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is also exact. Hence the functor Hornc(Z. —) is left exact.
The following definition requires the notion of derived functors, which can be found 
in any introductory book of homological algebra.
D efinition 2.2. The right derived functors of the functor Hom c(Z..4) are the 
cohomology groups o f  G with coefficients in .4. denoted by H n(G .A ) .n  > 0.
Briefly these cohomologies are computed as follows:
Consider a sequence P, of projective G'-modules such that the sequence
■ • • —► P, —> P,_ i —► • ■ • —► P0 —► Z —’ 0
is exact (such a sequence is called a projective resolution of Z). Now consider the 
cochain complex Homc-(P:. .4). By taking cohomoiogy of this complex we have
H n{G. .4) =  P n(HomC(P,..4)).
We refer to [7. section 6.9] for a good connection between the two definitions. 
The functors H n( G . —) are universal 5-functors (see [30. section 2.1]). Hence 
they have the following properties:
( 1) For every n > 0 and every exact sequence of G-module
0 — . 4 - ^ P - ^ G  — 0. 
there is a homomorphism (called connecting homomorphism)
d  : H n{G.C ) — / / n+1(G. .4) 
such that the sequence of cohomology groups
 > H n{G. B)  — H n(G. C) H n+l{G. .4) — H n^ \ G .  £ )  — •••
is exact. This sequence is called the long exact cohomology sequence.
23
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(2) For each commutative diagram of G-modules with exact rows
0 -------, A  -------► B   . C'--------- 0
I
Ii  i  i-
0 -------, A' -------» B'   > C - ----- • 0
we have a commutative diagram
••• — H n(G. B)  — H n(G.C) ^ H n- l {G.A)  -  H n(G. B) — •••
I i  I i
••• — H n( G . B ' ) - *  H n{G. C') H n+l(G.A')  — H n( G .B ’) — •••
(3) (the universal property) If 7~n is another d-functor and f ° : T ° —r H ° ( G . —) 
is a natural transform ation of functors in dimension zero, then there is a unique 
morphism {f n : T" —■> H n(G. —).n  >  0} of d'-functors extending f° .
R estriction  and C orestriction
Xow we will define some maps in cohomology. The universal property will be of 
great help in this m atter.
Let H  be a subgroup of G. We can consider a G-module .4 as an //-m odule and 
define a new d-functor H n(H. .4). The natural inclusion
H°(G.  .4) =  A g A h = H°(H.  .4)
is a map in dimension zero between the d-functors H n( G .—) and H n(H. —). By 
the universal property, this map extends uniquely to a morphism of d-functors. 
This means that for each n >  0 we obtain a map
Res : H n(G. .4) — H n(H.A).
which is called restriction. This is the same map obtained by restricting the cocycles 
in C n(G. A) to H.
24
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Now assume that H  has finite index in G. If a E A H and g G G. then the element 
ga depends only on the left coset of g mod H.  Hence the sum
-Vg///(«) =  J Z  ga
g & G / H
is finite. We call it the norm of a. It is easy to  check that -Vc///-(a) 6  A G for all 
a 6  A H. Thus we get a homomorphism in dimension zero, functorial in A.
Ng/ h : H ° ( H . A ) ~  H°(G.A).
As before we use the universal property to extend to higher dimensions and we 
obtain
Cor : H n(H. A) — H n{G. A) 
for all n > 0. This map is called corestnction.
R em ark 2.3. Using the universal property, one can easily show that
Coro Res =  Card(G /H ) .
Cup Product
Let f lb e a  commutative ring. Consider an action of G on R  by ring automorphisms. 
We shall define the cup product, which is a family of homomorphisms
H P(G. R) S  H q{G. R) -* H p~q(G. R)
for every pair (p .q ).
We start by defining the cross product.
Let G  and G' be two groups. Let
P  : ■■■ —-Pi  — P0 -> Z  —'0  and Q : • • • -* Qi ^  Qq — Z — 0
be projective resolutions of Z over ZG and "LG' respectively. For every integer n. 
define an abelian group T n(P. Q. R)  as follows:
n
T ( P .  Q .R)  = J 2  Homc (Pt. R ) S  Homc .(Q „.,. R).
i= 0
25
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Xow for every n. define a homomorphism
d : T ( P Q . R )  T n+l( P . Q . R )
by d(a g  b) =  (da) g  b +  ( —l ) ‘a g  (db) for even,' a E Homc(Pi--R) and 6 €  
H om c^Q n.,. /?). One can easily check that d2 =  0. Thus we obtain a chain complex
 , T n~ \ P . Q . R ) ±>Tn(P .Q .R )  ± * T n* l (P .Q .R)  — .
which we denote HomG(P. P) g  HomG'(Q . P)- 
For every pair (p. q). we define a homomorphism
p : H P(G. R) g  /P (G . R)  — /P ^ [H o m G(P. P ) g  HomG,(Q. P)]
as follows:
Let a 6  H P(G. R) and b E H q(G. R).  If a  and 3 are cocycles representing a and b 
respectively, then a  g  3  is an element of HomG(Pp. R)  g  HomG'(Q,r  R)  and d(a  g  
3) =  da®  J  +  ( —l)pa g d . i  =  0. Hence a ® 3  is in Z^^HoniG-fP. P )g H o m G-(Q. P)] 
and represents an element
c E P p^[H om G(P. R) g  HomC'(Q . R)\.
One can easily verify th a t c does not depend on the choices of a  and 3 and that
the assignment a g  6 —> c determines the homomorphism p.
There is a natural homomorphism
p : HomG(P. R) g  HomG'(Q . R) —- HomGxG'( P  g  Q. R)
given by
M / 8  / ') ( *  g  y) = /(■r)f'(y)  for x  E Pp.y  E Qq. 
26
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T he cross product x : H P(G. R)  8  H q{G'. R)  —- H p~q(G x G '. R) is the map th a t 
makes the following diagram commutative:
H p{G. R) 8  H q{G'. R) H p+q[nomc {P. R) 8  Hom6-(Q . R)]
H p+q{G x G'. R) =  H p+q[HomGxc ( P  8  Q. /?)].
If we consider G = G'. then we have a map
x : H p{G. R)  ® H q(G. R) — H p' q{G x G. R).
If r  is the involution r(g. h) =  (h . g ) on G x  G.  then r  induces a map r *  : H ' ( G  x  
G . R )  —» H '{G  x  G .R )  and r * ( 6  x  a) =  ( —1 )w (a x  6) for a € H P(G.R)  and 
6 E H q(G. R) (see [30. Lemma 6.7.12] ). It follows that the cross product is graded- 
commutative. that is. a x  b = ( —1 )w 6 x  a for a E H P(G. R) and b E H q(G. R).
T he diagonal map cl : G —> G x G is injective and induces a restriction map in 
cohomology'
d* : H n{G x G .R )  H n{G. R).
D e fin itio n  2.4. The cup product is defined by the composition
d'  o x :  H P(G. R)  8  # * (£ . P) — H p+q(G. R).
Given a E H P(G. R)  and b E H q(G. R)  the cup product a-b is the element d'(axb)  E
H p+q(G.R).
We list here just two of the many properties of the cup product. Both are inher­
ited from the cross product.
( 1) The cup product is associative.
(2) For every a E H P{G. R) and every b E H q(G. R).  we have
a ■ b = ( — l )pq(b ■ a) in H p^ q{G.R).  (2.2)
27
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Next let us consider the direct sum
H '{ G .R )  = ^ H n{G.R).
n —0
Then for every n >  0. H n(G. R)  is a subgroup of the abelian group H'(G.  R). 
The elements of H n{G.R)  are called the n-dimensional homogeneous elements of 
the group H*(G. R). It follows from the definition that every a 6  H ’(G. R) can be 
w ritten as a sum a =  i ai with  the a, 's being homogeneous elements of different 
dimensions. Given a =  a, and b =  5Z”=1f>j. two elements of H '{G .R) .  we 
define a product
m n
a ' 6 =  E E Q i' 6J'
1=1 j=i
where the operation in the right hand side is the cup product. This product is 
associative. Moreover, we have
P ro p o s i t io n  2.5. [30. Propositon 6.7.11] The abelian group H '(G .  R) is a graded- 
commutative ring with unity.
2.2 N on-abelian Cohom ology
Let G b e a  group and .4 a group (not necessarily abelian) on which G acts on the 
left. We shall define H°{G. .4) and H l(G.A)  in such way that they are pointed 
sets. They shall also coincide with the pointed set structure of the cohomology 
groups in the abelian situation.
We start by again defining H°(G.A) = A ° .  A map o  : G —■• .4 satisfying
o(gh) = o(g)go(h) for all g.h e  G 
is called a 1-cocycle. If there is a € .4 such that o(g) = a~lg{a) for all g £ G. then 
O is a coboundary. We say tha t two cocycles O and c  are cohomologous if there 
exists a E .4 such that v(g) = a~ lo(g)g(a). This defines an equivalence relation in 
the set of 1-cocycles. The quotient set will be called the cohomology set of G with
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values in A. denoted by H l(G .A) .  In this set we have a distinguished element, 
namely the class of the trivial cocycle o(g) =  1 for all g E G. Hence H l (G. A) is a 
pointed set.
Let /  : A  —> B  be a G-homomorphism between the groups A and B. If we 
restrict /  to .4°. then the image would be contained in B G. Hence /  induces a 
map
fo : H°(G.A)  H°(G. B).
Now given a cocycle o : G —► .4. the composition /  c o i G - ^ S i s a  cocycle of 
B.  This composition is compatible with the equivalence relation. Thus /  induces 
a map
h  : H \ G . A )  H \ G . B ) .
Note that / 0 is a group homomorphism, but f i  is just a morphism of pointed sets 
(takes distinguished element to  distinguished element). The kernel of a morphism 
of pointed sets is the preimage of the distinguished element. Thus we can talk 
about exact sequences of pointed sets.
Our goal now is to define connecting homomorphisms in order to obtain part of 
the long exact cohomology sequence.
Let
0 - . 4 - f i ^ C - 0  (2.3)
be an exact sequence of non-abelian G-modules. with i(A) being normal in B. We 
first define the connecting homomorphism
d0 : H°(G.C)  -  H l {G. .4).
For c G CG choose b 6  B  such that p(b) =  c. Since p is a G-homomorphism and 
gc = c for all g E G. we have th a t p(gb) =  p(b) for all g E G. Then b~lg(b) E ker p = 
i(A).  Define o : G —► .4 by o(g) =  i~ l(b~lg(b)). It is a straightforward computation
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to show that o  is a cocvcle of .4 and its cohomology class is independent of the 
choice of 6. Define the cohomology class of o  as do(c)-
Assume that .4 is contained in the center of B.  in particular .4 is abelian. Con­
sider the cohomology group H 2(G.A)  as a pointed set. We shall define
d x : H l {G.C)  — H 2(G.A).
For this consider o : G - » C a  cocvcle of C  and for each g €  G  choose i'(g) €  B  
such that p(n'(g)) = o(g). Since o(gh) = o(g)go(h).  we have that p(v(gh))  =  
p(u{g)gv{h)).  By exactness of (2.3)
t'(gh) = u{g)gv{h)  mod .4 for all g .h  £  G.
Hence p(g. h) — u(g)gu(h)u(gh)~l is an element of .4 for all g. h £  G. By straight­
forward computation one shows that:
(1)The map p  is a 2-cocycle of .4.
(2) The class of p  in H 2{G. A) depends neither on the choice of o  within its class 
nor on the choice of v.
We denote by dy(o) the class of p  in H 2(G. A).
P roposition  2.6. Consider the exact sequence (2.3) of non-abetian G-modules 
with .4 central in B. Then the sequence of pointed sets below is exact
0 — H°{G. A) ~  H°(G. B) H°(G. C) H l {G. .4)
H \ G .  B) ^  H {{G. C) ^  H 2(G. .4).
Proof. Exactness at H°(G.  .4) and H°(G. B) follows essentially from the exactness 
of the short exact sequence (2.3) a t .4 and B.
If c £ C G and <9o(c) is a coboundary, then we can choose b £  p _ l(c) such tha t 
do(c)(g) =  i~ l (b~lg(b)) =  1 for all g £ G. Hence gb =  6 for all g £ G. thus
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c = p(b)  =  po{b).  Conversely, if there exists b E B c  such th a t po(b) = c. then 
do(c)(o) =  i ~ l (b~xg(b)) = 0 for ail g  E G. Thus we have exactness at H°(G. C).
If o  E H X{G. .4) is in the kernel of ii. then i o o(g)  =  b~xg(b)  for some 6 €  B.  
Hence o{g)  =  i_ l(6_1g(6)) for all g E G and o  =  do(c) where c =  p(b).  Conversely, if
0  E Im(#o). then there exists 6 E B  such that o(g) =  i~ l {b~lg(b)). Thus i i(o)(g) =
1 o o(g) =  b~lg{b). tha t is. i’i(o) = I. This shows the exactness at H l(G.A).
Since poi  = 1 we have (p iofi)(o) =  p o io o  =  1 for all o € H l(G. .4). Conversely, 
if O € kerp i. then p o o{g) = c~xg(c) for some c E C . Since p is surjective. there is 
6 E B  such that p(b) =  c. thus o(g) = b~lg(b) is a coboundary. Hence o must be 
the image by *4 of a coboundary in H l{G. .4). We have exactness at H l(G. B).
For o  E H l(G. B)  we have
(■di °P\ ) ( o) ( g . h)  =  p\ {o) {g)gpi {o) {h) \px{o) {gh) ] ' x
=  P( o{ g ) go { h ) o ( gh) ~ l )
=  1.
Hence Im p i C kero^!. On the other hand, if o E H l(G. C) is in the kernel of 
d\. then there exists a map u : G B  such th a t p o v  = o  and di(o){g.h) = 
v{g)gv{h)v{gh)~x is a coboundary. Thus we can choose v'  : G — B  cohomologous 
to c  such that
di(o)(g.h)  = u'{g)gv'(h)u'(gh)~l = 1 for all g.h  E G.
Hence v' {gh)  =  u'{g)go'{h) .  that is. G  is a cocycle of B  and o  = p o c  = p o G = 
P i( f ') .  This shows the exactness at H X(G.C)  and concludes the proof. □
2.3 Galois Cohom ology
The largest Galois extension of any Held k  is the separable closure ks. the union. 
ULt . of the partially ordered set {Lt : i E /} of all finite Galois held extensions of 
k.
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T h e o rem  2 .7 . [30. Theorem 6.11.1] The Galois group G al{ks/k )  is isomorphic to 
the inverse Limit lim Gal(L,/Ar) of finite groups.
Let L be a finite Galois extension of k.  Denote by G i  and T  the Galois groups 
GaUL/k)  and Gal(ks/k )  respectively. If .4 is a T-module we define
f T i T .  .4) =  Urn H n{GL. A(L))
the nth cohomology of T  unth coefficients in .4. Usually we denote H n{ T .A ) by 
H n(k.A).  If .4 is not abelian only H°{k.  .4) and H l( k .A ) are defined.
Our goal is to describe H'2(k. ks) =  fim H 2(Gl . L ).
D efin ition  2.8. The relative Brauer group Br(L/A:) is the set of all central simple 
A-algebras .4 that split over L. that is. .4 Sk  L = Mn(L). n — [L : A.-].
Hence the Brauer group of k  defined in 1.40 is:
Br(A) =  U,6/Br(Z,,/A-).
T h e o rem  2 .9 . Let L be a finite Galois extension of k. then
Br{L/k)  2* H 2{Gl .L).
Sketch of the Proof. Define a vector space .4 over L with basis : a £ Gi}.  
Hence the elements of .4 can be written uniquely in the form caa<r
c„ £ L. Now given a 2-cocycle u £ H 2(G i -L )  we can introduce a multiplication 
in .4 with relations
aaaT =  t'(cr. r)aar and a„c =  cr(c)a„ for all c £ L.
The 2-cocycle condition gives the associativity of this product. Denote by .4 (f ) 
the algebra obtained. The following facts are not trivial. We refer to [7. Section 
8.4] for the proofs.
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(1) The algebra .4(f) is a central simple algebra over k.
(2) .4 (f) 2>k A(p)  S  A ( v  +  s )  Sit Mn(k).
(3) The trivial 2-cocycle yields the m atrix algebra M n(k). where n = [L : k}.
(4) -4(f) =  A(^)  if and only if f  and ^  differ by a coboundary.
(5) Every central simple algebra is isomorphic to an algebra -4(f) for some cocvcle
f  e H 2{Gl .L).
Hence we can conclude that the correspondence f  ►—> -4(f) defines a group 
isomorphism
H 2(Gl .L)  ^ B r (L /k)
as desired. □
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem we have the cohomological 
interpretation of the Brauer group.
C o ro lla ry  2 . 10. The Brauer group Br(A:) of k is isomorphic to H 2(k. A:,.). □
N o ta t io n  We denote by Br„(A:) the subgroup of Br(A:) consisting of elements x 
such that n ■ x  =  0.
Let L be a finite Galois extension of k. Denote by G L n(L) the group of invertible 
n x n matrices with entries in L. The Galois group G i  acts on GL„(Z.), therefore 
H l{Gi.  G L„(L)) can be defined.
P ro p o s it io n  2.11. (Hilbert's 90) The cohomology set H 1(Gl . GL„(L)) is trivial. 
In particular. H l(Gv. L) is trivial.
Proof. Consider a cocycle o : Gi  —► GL„(Z,): by definition we have o{gh) =  
o{g) ■ go(h)  for all g.h E G l ■ Define b(x) = YLg^ c.L ° ( o) ' d(x ) f°r € Ln. We will 
show that the set {b(x) : x  6 Ln} generates L n. For this, assume that a linear form
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u. vanishes on all the b(x). then for any y  E L
0 =  u(b(y)) = ^  o(g)u(g(y)g(x)) = ^  g{y)u(o(g)g(x)).  
g€GL
It follows that u(o(g)g(x)) = 0 for each g € G by the linear independence of 
characters, whence u =  0.
Now let x i  x n be vectors in L n such that b(x i )  b(xn) are linearly in­
dependent. Let c be the m atrix sending the canonical basis to x t  x „ .  then we
obtain the invertible m atrix o = °(9)9(c)- By making h € G l act on this
equation we get
h (b) =  ho{g) ■ (hg(c)) 
g s c L
=  2 2  ° ( h ) ~ l ■ ° ( h g )  ■ ( h g ) { c )
gZGt.
= o(h)~l -b.
Hence o{h) = b ■ h(b)~l for all h € G l . that is. o is a coboundary. □
Let y n be the group of the nth roots of unity in k  and assume that gcd(n. Char(L-)) 
1. Consider the following exact sequence
I -  y n -+ ks ^  k,  -  1.
where the map n is given by a w n " .  By taking cohomology we get the following 
exact sequence of groups
I —> k k  —* H l (k. fin) -  H l( k .k s)
— H l{k.k,)  H 2( k . y n) — H 2{k .k s) - ^ H 2{k .k s).
Using Hilbert's 90 Theorem 2.11 and the exactness of the above sequence we have 
the following two corollaries.
C o ro lla ry  2.12. For f.in and k. as before, we have
H l{k.fin) = k / k n.
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C o ro lla ry  2.13. The group H 2( k .p n) is isomorphic to Brn(k). which is the kernel 
of the map
H 2( k . k s) ^ H 2(k .ks).
R e m a rk  2.14. (1) From Corollary 2.12 an element a E k / k 2 can be viewed as 
an element of H l(k. Z /2 ). More explicitly, if A is the square root of a in ks. we 
define (a)(a) E Z /2  by the following er(A) =  ( —l)(a)(,T)A for all a  E T.  The cocycle
(a) : T  Z /2  corresponds to the element a E k / k 2.
(2) The quaternion algebra (a.b) is an element of order two in Br{k) = H 2( k . k s). 
thus {a. b) E H 2(k. p 2). In fact, we can view (a. b) as being the cup product between 
the 1-cocycles (a).(b) E H l( k .p 2) =  H l(k .X /2) .  More explicitly, the cup product
(a) • (b) E H 2(k .p 2) is defined by (a) ■ (6)(cr. r) =  ( — for an a . T E T.
One can check that the algebra associated with the 2-cocycle (a) • (6) is exactly 
(a.b).
2.4 Galois D escent
To describe other cohomology groups which are important in our work, we need 
the notion of "Galois descent".
D efin itio n  2.15. Let V  be a vector space over k and V '  be the dual of V. Denote 
T n(V)  =  (n times). A tensor of type (p.q) in V" is an element x  E
Tf/(V) =  T P(V) & T q(V') .  The pairs (V.x)  and (V'.x')  are called k-isomorphic if 
there is a A:-linear isomorphism /  : V  —► V  such that f ( x )  = x'.
E x a m p le  2.16. 1) A bilinear form defined on V  is an element in V'* g  V". hence 
it is a tensor of type (0. 2) in V.  Here L-isomorphic means isometric over k.
2) Let A be a A:-algebra . The product in .4 is an element of .4* g  .4* g  .4. Now 
if we fix an element a E .4. then we get an element in .4" g  .4* g  .4 g  .4. Hence 
the product in .4 together with the fixed point is a tensor of type (2.2). Denote
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this tensor just by a. The pairs (A. a) and (B . b ) are k- isomorphic if there is a 
A;-algebra isomorphism /  : .4 —*• B  such that f ( a )  = b (compare with 1.48).
For any Galois extension L of k  with G =  G al{L/k)  we can consider =  V S k L  
and i l  =  x ® 1 € T P(VL) =  T P(V) Zk L. We say that {V.x) and (V'.x')  are L- 
isomorphic if they become isomorphic over L. th a t is. if there is a L-isomorphism 
/  : VL —>• V ’L such that f ( x ^ )  = x ’L. For the extension of a bilinear space see section 
1 . 1 .
FLx a Galois extension L of k. Denote by E (V. x) the set of ^-isomorphic classes 
of pairs (V '.x' )  tha t are L-isomorphic to (V'.x). Let A ut( V l - X l ) be the group of L- 
automorphisms of ( V l . x l ).  We want to compare E(V.x)  with H l (G. Aut(V^,. X £ . ) ) .  
For this we need to define the action of G on A u t(VL. x^). First. G acts on VL by 
g(v 1$ A) = v S  gX. Given f  ’. V L —> Vf. define
g{f ){v)  = g ■ for all g € G.
This defines the action of G on Aut(VL. x L).
Let (V'.x')  6 E(V.x) .  then there is a L-isomorphism /  : —> V[. Define
O : G —’ Aut(V}_. x /J  as follows:
0(g) = f ~ l ° g( f )  for all g 6 G.
One can easily check that o  is a cocvcle and its class in H 1(G. Aut(V'£.. x^.)) does 
not depend on the chosen L-isomorphism / .  Hence we have a map
p : E ( V . x ) ^ H l(G.  A u t(l'L.x L)).
P ro p o s itio n  2.17. The map ^  above is a bijection.
Proof. Injectivity. Assume that ^(Vj. xi) =  p(V2. x>). then there are L-isomorphisms 
A  ■ VL — (V\)L and f ,  : VL -*• (V2)L such that f f log( f l ) =  f T ^ g d i )  for all g £ G.
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Hence g{f>f f  l ) =  h f \ l f°r all 9 € G. Thus the map / 2/ f 1 is a A> isomorphism 
between (14. x t ) and (VTx-i).
Surjectwity. Consider o  € H l(G. Aut(V4- x^,)). Since Aut(l4.X£,) C GL(Vi). by 
2.11. o is a coboundary. Hence there is a L- isomorphism /  : —» V4 such that
o(g) = f ~ l ° g( f )  for all g e G .
Extend /  to Tg(Vf ) .  Define x'  = f (x) .  We claim that x'  lies in T£(V).  that is. x'  
is fixed by G: indeed.
g(x')  = g( f ) (g(*))  = g ( f ) U)  = f  ° o(g)(x)  = f ( x )  = x .
Hence (V'.x') e  E{V .x )  and clearly ^(V'.x') =  o. □
C o ro lla ry  2 .18 . Take L =  ks and consider the pointed algebra ( Mn(k).  b). Hence 
H l(k. Aut(Mn(ks). b)) is in one-to-one correspondence unth the isomorphism classes 
of twists of ( Mn(k).  b).
C o ro lla ry  2 .19 . Let q be a quadratic form over k  and let q ,^ be its extension 
to ks . Then the set H l{k.O{qk,)) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set o f  
isometric classes o f  quadratic forms q' over k of the same dimension as q.
Proof Note that A u t(14,. (bq)kJ  =  0(qk,)- Since over the separable closure all the 
forms of the same dimension as q become isometric, we have that all such forms 
are in E{V.bq). □
C o ro lla ry  2 .20 . Let {V.q) be an n-dimensional quadratic space over k. The set 
of isometric classes of n-dimensional quadratic forms q' over k of the same deter­
minant as q is in one-to-one correspondence with the set H l (k. SO(<7* ,)).
Proof  If q and q' have the same discriminant and become isometric over ks. then 
the ^-isom orphism  /  : 14, —>■ 14-, has determinant in k. Hence the determinant of 
o{g) = f ~ l ° g ( f )  is 1. This implies that A ut(14,.qkt) = S O (qkJ .  □
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2.5 Springer’s spinor interpretation o f the  
Hasse invariant
Let us consider again the exact sequence
I —> k —* P{q) 0(<?) — 1
obtained in Proposition 1.25. but now we consider this sequence over ks. So T  acts 
on this sequence. Since ks is central in P(<7*.-,). the sequence of cohomology sets
H l(k. P(qk,)) ^  H l (k. O(qkJ )  H 2(k. k s)
is exact (see Proposition 2.6). We will omit the indices ks.
In [26] Springer gives a formula for the connecting homomorphism 0 in terms of 
Hasse invariants and determinants. We shall present a slightly different proof and 
include a minor correction of his formula.
First we recall how d  is defined. Consider o . T  0{q)  and for each a E T  
consider an element s(a)  in P(q)  such that q(.s(ct)) =  o(a). Then define 6{o) as 
v  : T  x r  —' ks given by
L'(a. a') = s{aa')s{cr)~lcrs(a, )~l for all cr.a’ E T. (2.4)
R e m a rk  2.21. The cocycle o E H l (k. O(q))  corresponds to a quadratic form <71 
of the same dimension as q (according to 2.19). Hence we can say that 0  takes qi 
into u. which is an element of Br(A;).
T h e o re m  2.22. Let q and 71 be quadratic forms over k of the same dimension. 
Then
d(f/i) =  h(q)h{ql )(det(q). - d e t { q x)). (2.5)
where h denotes the Hasse invariant defined in 1.18.
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Proof. Let q = <  a x an > and qx =< bx 6„ > with respect to the orthog­
onal bases {ex en} and { / 1......... /„}  respectively. From Lemma 1.7. q and qx
become isometric over ks. This isometrv t is given by t(et) = c , f t . where c, is the 
square root of a~lbt in ks. Hence the cocycle o : T  —* 0(<7) that corresponds to qx 
is given by
©(<r)(e,) =  r lat(e t) = *-1(<r(c*/,)) = t '  ‘( ( - l j ^ c , / , )  =  ( - l ) 5*'"^,.
where £,(a) is defined by a{cf) =  ( —l) i‘tl<T)cI. We can write o(cr) as a product 
of reflections. More explicitly, denote by r, the reflection defined by e,. that is. 
r,(x) =  x  — Since r,(e,) =  —e, and rf ej )  = e3 for i ^  j .  we have o(cr) =
_=.i(<t)7.^2(<t) . _in(cr) jt f0u0WS easiiy fro m the proof of Lemma 1.24 that .s(er) =  
e\l{(T) ■ - ■enr'(cr} is in the preimage of o(cr) by q. Hence d(qx) (or d ( o )) in H 2(k .ks) 
is given by the class of u(o-.a') = s(acr ')s(a)' las{o'/ )~1 for all cr.cr' € F. Now by 




=  =  Y [ ( a tbt .ajbj).
K J  K J
which is a product of quaternion algebras. The last equality follows from Remark 
2.14.
We need to define a new cohomology class in H2(k. ks). Consider a . J  € k  and 
let A be the square root of a  in ks. Define
{J. if cr(A) =  —A and cr'(A) = —A
1. otherwise.
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Hence
n
d{*l i )  =  H W i . a j6J) f J { a I6i.a ,} .  (2.6)
K J  1=1




Now using 1.41 we have the following:
n n
d(<7 i )  =  f J ( a , . a j )  J J ( a , . 6 j ) ( a , . & l ) J J ( a , . 6 i )  J J ( a , . a , )




=  h(q)h(qi)(det(q). det(q\))(det(q). - 1 )
=  Mg)h(gi)(det(q). -det(< 7!)).
We still need to prove our claim. For this we are going to use the obvious fact
that if q{ ~  q2 then d(qi) =  d(q->). We shall show that {a.-i} =  (a ..i)  for all
a . 3 € k. Take q = <  l.e* > and q\ =<  l . J  >. Since ( l . a J )  =  {1.1} = 1. we 
get from (2.6) d(q\) = (1. a J ){ l .  l}{ad . a} = { a J .a } .  Xow take r/2 = <  J. 1 >. 
Then we have d(q>) = (3. a){ 3. l}{a . a} = ( J .a ) { a .a }  since {J. 1} =  1. It fol­
lows that { a J .a }  =  ( J .a ){ a .a } .  Xow take J  =  a . then { a -.a}  =  ( a .a ){ a .a } .  
But {a~.a} =  1 and we have (a . a} =  ( a .a ) -1 =  ( a .a ) .  Hence { a J .a }  =  
( J .a ) ( a .a )  =  ( a J .a ) .  Xow simply take a = 3 and 3 = j .  we have that {a. J} =  
(a . J) as desired. □
R em a rk  2 .23 . In our notation, the formula obtained by Springer should read:
d(Qi) = h{q)h(qi)(~ d e ^ . d e t i q i ) )
(the minus sign is missing in his formula). Xote that even with this correction 
Springer's formula is different from (2.5). The reason is that Springer's definition 
of the Hasse invariant is different from the one we are taken.
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C hapter 3 
R epresentation  o f Linear A lgebraic  
Groups
3.1 Basic Concepts and Exam ples
Let K  be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic.
D efin itio n  3.1. An algebraic group is an algebraic variety G  over K  together
with:
(i) a distinguished element e 6 G:
(ii) a morphism p : G x G —*• G. denoted by p(x. y) =  xy:
(iii) a morphism i : G —> G. denoted by i{x) = x ~ l .
with respect to which G is a group.
An algebraic group whose underlying variety is affine is called an affine algebraic
group.
E x a m p le  3.2. 1. The additive group G„ is the affine line A1 with addition as
the group operation
2. The general linear group GL„ is the group of all n x n invertible matrices
with entries in the field K. Viewed as an affine variety. G L„ has its algebra
of polynomial functions generated by the n~ coordinate functions Tl} along 
with l/d e t(7 'u ).
3. The multiplicative group GL! is just a particular case of the previous example 
and can be identified with K.
4. The special linear group SLn consists of the matrices in G L„ of determinant 
1.
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5. The symplectic group S p 2n consists of all x 6  G L jn satisfying lx.Jx = J  
where £x =  transpose of x  and
6 . Let Q be a quadratic form of rank n over I\ (char K  ^  2). If B  is a symmetric 
m atrix representing Q. then
SO(Q) =  ( x  € SL„ : lx B x  = B}
is called the special orthogonal group of Q . W hen Q is the unitary form 
(Q =<  1..........1 >). we denote SO(Q) by SO n.
7. Any closed subgroup of GLn is again an affine algebraic group. For example, 
the subgroup of upper triangular matrices
T„ =  { x  € GL„ : x tJ =  0 for j  <
R em ark 3.3. The groups SLn. Sp.,n. and SO(Q) are examples of the so-called 
classical groups.
Affine algebraic groups th a t are subgroups of some GL„ are easier to handle, 
since we can use the special properties of matrices. The next theorem shows that 
all affine algebraic groups have this property.
T heorem  3.4. [5. §8.6] Every affine algebraic group is isomorphic to a closed 
subgroup of some GL„.
D efin ition  3.5. We call linear algebraic groups the algebraic groups that are sub­
groups of some GLn. Since we will consider only linear algebraic groups the word 
"linear " will be omitted.
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D efin ition  3.6. The connected (irreducible) component of e in an algebraic group 
G is called the identity component and is denoted by G°.
If G = G°. then we say that G  is connected.
P roposition  3.7. [5. §7.3] Let G be an algebraic group.
(a) G° is a normal subgroup of finite index in G. whose cosets are the connected, 
as well as irreducible, components of G.
(b) Every closed subgroup o f finite index in G contains G°.
D efinition 3.8. A morphism of varieties ^  : G —>■ G' is a morphism of algebraic 
groups if it is also a group homomorphism.
P roposition  3.9. [5. §7.4] Let ^  : G  —*■ G' be a morphism of algebraic groups. 
Then.
(a) ker ^  is a closed subgroup of G.
(b) Im ^  is a closed subgroup of G '.
Id ^(G°) =  ,-(G)°.
(d) dim G — dim ker ^  4- dim Im j .
Let V  be a n-dimensional vector space over K. The group GL(Vr) of all invertible 
endomorphisms of V  can be identified with GLn by choosing a basis of V .
A morphism ^  : G —> GL(V'r) of algebraic groups is called a rational representa­
tion.
D efin ition  3 .10. Let V'* be the dual vector space of V’. The dual or contragredient 
representation j '  : G —*• GL(V'*) is defined by
r ( g ) ( ^ )  =  A o ^ ( g ) ~ l for g E G  and A G V'*.
If ^  is isomorphic to ^  . we say th a t ^  is self-dual.
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3.2 Lie Algebra o f an Algebraic Group
D efinition 3 .11 . A vector space L over K. with an operation L x  L —> L. denoted 
(x.y)  i—*■ [x .«/] and called the bracket operation, is called a Lie algebra over K  if 
the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The bracket operation is A'-bilinear.
(2)[x.x] =  0 for all x  £ L.
(3)[.r. [y. c]] +  [y. [r. x]] +• [z. [x. y}} = 0 (x. y. z £ L).
Any subspace of an associative A'-algebra which is closed under the bracket 
operation
[x. y\ = xy -  yx
is a Lie algebra over A\ An example to keep in mind is the associative algebra
A/„(A’).
Let G be an algebraic group over A*. A derivation of K[G] is a A'-linear map 
6 : K[G] —► K[G\ which satisfies
S(xy) =  xd{y) + S(x)y.
We denote by DerA'[G] the set of all derivations of A'[G]. One can easily check 
th a t if <)'. S' € DerA'[G]. then [d*. dv] =  SS’ — S’5 is again a derivation of A'[Gj. Hence 
DerA'[G] is a Lie algebra. The action of G on A'[Gj given by (Axf ){y)  =  / ( x _ 1y) 
for all x . y  £ G  is called left translation.
D efinition 3 .12 . Let C(G) =  {£ € DerA'[G] : =  Ar(i for all x € G}.  This
is a subspace of DerA'fG]. Since the bracket of two derivations in C(G)  is again a 
derivation in C(G). C(G) is also a Lie algebra. We call C(G) the Lie algebra o f  G.
Fix an element x 6  G and consider the rational functions /  which are defined at 
x. that is. those which have an expression /  =  g /h  (g.h  6  A'[G]) with h(x) ^  0.
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These functions form a subring of the function field K ( G ) including A'[G|. This 
subring is called the local ring o f x  on G and denoted D x. The unique maximal 
ideal mx of O x consists of all rational functions g /h  G Dx such that g(x) = 0 and 
h(x)  ^  0 . We define the tangent space TX(G) of G at x  as being the dual vector 
space (mx/m^)* over K  = D zf m x (see [5. §5] for more details).
We shall show th a t C(G) can be identified with Te(G). where e is the identity 
of G. For this we define 9 : C(G) —* %(G)  by 9(S)(f)  =  (Sf)(e)  for 6 G £(C ) and
/  €  MG).
T heorem  3.13. [5. Theorem 9.1] LetG be an algebraic group. Let C(G) andTe{G) 
be as above. Then d : £(G) —> Te(G) is a vector space isomorphism (functorxal in
G).
The tangent space Te(G) is made into a Lie algebra by transporting the bracket 
operation of C(G)  via 9. Henceforth we identify C(G) with Te(G).
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of the properties of %{G)  [5.
§5]-
C orollary 3 .14. We have C(G) = C(G°) and dim £(G ’) =  dim G .
E xam ple 3.15. 1) If G =  GL„(A'). then C(G) = M„(K)  (GL„ is Zariski open 
in U n).
2) The Lie algebras of the classical groups SL„. Sp2n. and SO(Q) are subalgebras 
of the corresponding matrix algebras. More precisely.
£ (S L n) = s ln = { X  G M n : T r X  = 0} 
£ (S p 2J  = sp,„ =  { X  G M-2n : ‘A’.J  = - J X }  
£(SO (Q )) =  so(Q) = { X  G M n : lX B  = - B X } .
where J  and B  are as in Example 3.2.
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If G C G L n(A') then for any g € G we have gC(G)g 1 =  C{G).  Hence we can 
define a morphism of algebraic groups
Ad : G  —► G L (£(G )) by g — pg.
where =  gxg~[ for all x  G C(G).  This morphism is called the adjoint repre­
sentation of G.
3.3 D iagonalizable Groups and A lgebraic Tori
An algebraic group G is diagonalizable if it is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of 
the group Dn of diagonal matrices for some n. If G is isomorphic to some D n. then 
G  is called an algebraic torus. It can be shown that any connected diagonalizable 
group is an algebraic torus. A maximal torus of G is a torus of maximal dimension 
in G.
A character of an algebraic group G is a morphism of algebraic groups \  : 
G  —> GLi where GLi is the multiplicative group. With the operation (\i\_))(-r) = 
\i(-r ) \ 2 {-r )- the characters of G  form an abelhm group. We denote this by X(G).  
For example: If \  : G L t —- G L i is a morphism, then \ ( t )  =  tm for some m G Z. 
Hence A '(GLi) =  Z.
If g : G —• G'  is a morphism of algebraic groups, then we shall denote by g'  the 
dual homomorphism g '  : X{G' )  —* X(G)  defined by g’{\)  = \  o g.
L em m a 3.16. I f  G is a connected algebraic group, then X{ G)  is torsion-free. In 
particular. i f T  is a n-dimensional torus, then X ( T )  =  Z rl.
Proof If \  G A'(G). then \(G )  C G L! is connected. But the only connected 
subgroups of G L i are {0} and G L t . Thus for n > 0 n \  ^  0. unless \  =  0 . Since 
T  = D n = G L i x • - • x G Li (n times), we have X ( T )  = X (G L i)n =  Z n. □
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3.4 Jordan-Chevalley D ecom position
Let V  be a finite dimensional vector space over K.  An element a E V  is nilpotent 
if an =  0 for some n (all the eigenvalues of a are 0). If a — 1 is nilpotent (all the 
eigenvalues of a are 1). then a is called umpotent.
If the minimal polynomial of a has distinct roots (a is diagonalizable over A.'). then 
a is called semisimple.
L em m a 3.17. [1. Proposition 4.2] Let a € End(V').
(a) There exist unique as andan in End(V') such that a =  as+ an . as is semisimple. 
an is nilpotent. and asan =  anas.
(b) There exist monic polynomials p(T).  q{T) in one variable, such that as =  p(a) 
and an = q(a). In particular, a , and an commute with any endomorphism of V  
that commutes with a.
(c) I f  A  C B  C V are subspaces such that aB  C .4. then asB  C A and anB  C A.
The decomposition of a 6  End(V') given by the above lemma is called the 
(additive) Jordan-Che valley decomposition of a.
3.5 R eductive Groups
D efin ition  3.18. The maximal connected solvable normal subgroup of G is called 
the radical of G. denoted by R(G).  If G is connected and R ( G ) =  {e}. we say 
that G  is semisimple. Equivalently. G is semisimple if it has no closed connected 
commutative normal subgroups except {e}. An important example is SL „(/\).
The subgroup of R(G)  consisting of all its unipotent elements is the umpotent 
radical of G. denoted by R U{G). A connected group G is said to be reductive if 
R U(G) = {e}. We have GL„(A'). any torus, and any semisimple group as examples 
of reductive groups.
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T h e o re m  3.19. [17. Theorem 2.4] Let G be a reductive group. Then
(1) R(G)  =  Z(G)° is a torus.
(2) The commutator subgroup H  =  (G . G ) is a semisimple group.
(3) G — H  ■ Z(G)° is an almost direct product (H  H Z(G)° is finiteJ.
3.6 R epresentations
In this section G  denotes a reductive algebraic group and T  a maximal torus of G.
D efin ition  3.20. Let p : G — GL(V') be a rational representation of G. For 
q € X ( T )  let
Va =  {r 6  V : p(t)v = a(t)v  for all t € T}.
If the subspace Vq is not {0}. we say a  £ X ( T )  is a weight of p relative to T. The 
integer ma = dim(V^) is called the multiplicity of a .
Since p(T)  is diagonalizable in GL(V'). we can write
 ^ =  9a€ .V (r)^o
(see [27. 2.5.2] ). This is called the weight decomposition of p relative to T.
In particular, when p : G —- G L (£(G )) is the adjoint representation (defined at 
the end of section 3.2). the nonzero weights of p relative to T  are called the roots 
of G relative to T. We denote this set by (P{G. T).
We will see that if G  is semisimple, then <P(G. T)  is an abstract root system in
X ( T )  'Z R. as defined in [5. pg 229]. We will now review this definition.
D efin ition  3.21. Let V  be a finite dimensional vector space over R. An abstract 
root system in V  is a subset of V  satisfying:
(1) Tf is finite, spans V.  and does not contain 0.
(2) If q € xJf. then the only multiples of a  in T* are ± a .
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(3) If q 6  there is a reflection rn relative to a  which leaves f '  stable.
(4) If a. 3 € \P. then rQ(3) — 3 is an integral multiple of a .
Since ^  is a finite spanning set of V. there is at most one reflection relative to a  
leaving stable. Hence (4) is unambiguous. The rank of & is the dimension of V. 
The group W('I') C GL(V') generated by the rQ is finite and is called IVeyl group 
of \P.
T heorem  3.22. [5. Theorem 27.1] Let G be semisimple and T  a fixed maximal 
torus. Define V  =  X ( T )  Sz Q. then <P(G.T) is an abstract root system in V.
R em ark 3.23. Since the roots of G and (G . G ) (or G/Z{G)°)  are in natural 1-1 
correspondence, there is no difficulty about treating an arb itrary  reductive group 
(we can use 3.19 (3)).
N o ta tio n  There is an inner product on V.  denoted by (a. 3).  Relative to this the 
reflection rn is given by:
rQ(.j) = 3 -  2--------a .
(a. a )
We denote 2 | ^ t  bv < J . a  >.( a . a )
A subset A of L' is called a base if A =  { a t  a/} is a basis of V' and each
q € & can be written as a linear combination a  =  ^ c , a , .  with the c, integers all 
of the same sign. It can be shown that such bases do exist and are unique up to a 
unique element in W ^ )  ([6 . Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 10.3]).
One associates to a base A of & the so-called Dynkin diagram. This is a finite 
graph having A as its set of vertices, each vertex supplied with suitable "weight", 
and in which a  and J  in A are joined by < a . 3 >< 3. a > edges. It can be shown 
that the Dynkin diagram does not depend on the chosen base and it determines ^  
up to isomorphism.
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The root system P  is called irreducible if it cannot be partitioned into a union 
of two mutually orthogonal proper subsets. There are only nine possibilities of 
Dynkin diagrams of irreducible root systems: the four classical series A i.B i.C i.  
and D{ and five exceptional systems E6. E-. E$. F4. and G>- See [6 . §11 and §12] 
for a description of these Dynkin diagrams. Every' root system is the disjoint union 
of irreducible root systems in suitable subspaces of V . Thus these diagrams give a 
complete classification of root systems.
The root systems of the classical groups SL/+i. S p 2/. SO >/+i. and SO ■_>/ are of the 
type A[.Ci. B[. and Di respectively. We refer to  [1. § 23] for these computations.
A vector A E V  is called an abstract weight provided all <  A .a > (a  6  P) 
are integers. These vectors form a lattice A. The root lattice. Ar . spanned by P
is a subgroup of A of finite index. If A =  { q i  a;} is a base of P. A has a
corresponding basis of fundamental weights {A i ..........A/} for which < A,, a ,  > =  StJ.
P rop osition  3 .24 . [5. §31.1] All weights o f  rational representations are abstract 
weights.
From (3.4) we know that it is always possible to find an isomorphism of G  onto 
a closed subgroup of some GL(V'). The weights of this representation generate the 
group X (T ) .  Hence we have that
Ar C X ( T )  C A.
with finite indexes.
The quotient A / X ( T )  is called the fundamental group of G. denoted "(G ). W hen 
X ( T )  =  A we say that G is simply connected. At the other extrem e if X ( T )  =  Ar . 
then we say that G is of adjoint type.
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The structure of the quotient group A /A r is known for the irreducible root 
systems. We list some of them:
.4, : Z / ( / + l )
B h  C t : Z /2
Di (I even): Z /2  x Z /2
Di (I odd) : Z /4 .
R e m a rk  3.25. Root systems, bases, and fundamental weights are also well-known 
for the irreducible cases. They are completely described in tables, see [16. pg. 292].
The root systems which will be of interest to us are D; and Bi. In the following 
example we construct D; and Bi based on [6 . §12.1].
E x a m p le  3.26. Let ..........£7 denote the canonical basis of B!. Denote by /  the
lattice generated by this basis. Define <P =  {a € I  : (a . a ) =  2}. It is easy to check 
that <P is a root system  in V  =  B!. Clearly we have
<P =  { ± ( e 1 ± e j ) . i ^ j } .
A base of 4> is given by { q i q/} where
Q i =  z t ( I ^  0 -
Of =  - / -  [ T El-
The Dynking diagram  corresponding to this root system is D[.
The fundamental weights {A!.A/} must satisfy <  A,.Qj > =  5tJ. By direct
computation one gets:
A, =  f  i -t- • • • +  £, ( i  <  I — 1)
A/_1 =  - ( f t +  •••-)- £■/_! — £/)
A; — -(=1 +  • ■ • +  £/_i +  El ) .
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Similarly we can construct Bi. A base for Bi is
{ f i  — f 2. f 2 — =3 ? l - i  ~  ? i -  ^ } -
The fundamental weights with respect to this base are
A, =  f i  -+-••• +  £ t ( i  <  I)
A / =  ~ ( z i  +  F £ / ) .
R e m a rk  3.27. A maximal torus M  in SO(2/. A') (or SO (2/-hl. A')) has dimension
I. thus the lattice X (.\/)® 2 R can be identify with Rf. The canonical basis £i  si
of Rz corresponds to a basis \ i  \ /  of X{M) .
Hence when we consider the root system Di or Bi as <£(SO. .\/) we should replace 
-t by \ t in the previous example.
D efin itio n  3.28. An isogeny is a surjective morphism /  : G —*• H  of algebraic 
groups having finite kernel. One can check that G  is simply connected if. for any 
connected group H. any isogeny /  : H  —<■ G is an isomorphism. Similarly. G is of 
adjoint type if any isogeny /  : G —> H  is an isomorphism (see [17. Theorem 2.6j ).
P ro p o s it io n  3.29. [2. Expose 23] Let G be a semisimple algebraic group. Then 
there exists a unique isogeny ir : G —► G with G a simply connected algebraic group. 
(~ : G —*• G is called universal covering of G).
E x a m p le  3.30. Let G = S O (l/) . the canonical projection ~ : Spin(V') — 
SO(V') is an isogeny. see Theorem 1.28. It is also well-known tha t S p in ( l’) is 
simply connected.
3.7 O rthogonal R epresentations
Let p : G  —»• GL(V') be a rational representation. If p leaves invariant some non­
singular symmetric bilinear form in V . that is. if there exists b : V  x V  —► A* such
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that b(p(g)u. p(g)v) = 6(u. v) for all g £  G. u. v  € V.  then p(g) is an isometry. 
Hence we have p : G —* O (V.qb). YVe call this an orthogonal representation. If T  is 
a torus of G. then p(T)  C S O {V.q) because T  is connected.
Note that an orthogonal representation is self-dual in the sense of 3.10.
Our goal in this section is to decide under which conditions an orthogonal repre­
sentation p : G —* SO(V'. q) can be lifted to Spin(V'. q): that is. when we can find 
p : G —- Spin(V'. q) such that -  o p = p.
The next proposition allows us to restrict the situation to a maximal torus of G.
P ro p o s itio n  3.31. Let H  be a connected reductive group over K . Let T  C H  be 
a maximal torus and let q : H —► SO(V’) be an orthogonal representation. Then q 
lifts to Spin(V ') if and only if q\T : T  —>■ SO(V') lifts to Spin(V ').
Proof. The "only if” part being trivial, we shall only proof the " i f  part of the 
statement.
Let us assume first that H  is a semisimple algebraic group. Let p : H  —<• H  be 
its universal covering (according to 3.29). Let T  C H  be the preimage of T  by p 
and let rj : H  — Spin(V ) be the lifting of q to H.
The subgroup ker p is central: hence it is contained in T. By hypothesis, q van­
ishes on T  D kerp =  ker p. Thus q factors through H.
Xow suppose that H  is reductive. Then the derived group H' of H  is semisimple
and H = Z (H)  ■ H'  with Z{H)  n  H'  finite (3.19).
Write T  =  S  • Z{H)  where 5  is a maximal torus in H '. Let ql : T  —» Spin(V') 
be the lifting of q\T given by our hypothesis and let q-2 ■ H' —*• Spin(V ') be the 
lifting of q\n> given by the semisimple case considered above. Xotice that qx and 
q> coincide on Z{H)C\H'\  hence the map q{zh') =  qx{z)q-2 (h') (z £ Z { H ) . t i  £ H ') 
is well-defined and is a homomorphism on H  = Z( H)  ■ H ' . □
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We will now explore more of the properties of the weights of orthogonal repre­
sentations.
L e m m a  3.32. Let G be a reductive group and let p : G SO(V') be an orthogonal 
representation. I f  T  is a torus of G and a  £ X ( T )  is a weight of p . then —a  £  
X ( T )  is also a weight of p and m a =  m_Q.
Proof. Let V = €»q€.v(T)^q be the weight decomposition of p relative to T. We 
identify- (V'a )’ with the set of linear forms on V  tha t vanish on Vj for all weights 
J ^ q .  Consider the isomorphism p : V  —>■ V* given by ^ (v )(u )  =  6(u. v) for all 
u . v  £ V.  We claim that p{Va) =  (V'_Q)*. Indeed, let v £  l 'Q and u  £ Vj. so for 
any t £ T
t?(v )(u) =  6(u. v) = b{p(t)u. p( t)v)  =  b(3(t)u.  a( t )v )
(3.1)
=  3{t)a(t)b(u. v).
Hence ^ (v )(u ) ^  0 if and only if 3(t)a(t )  =  1 for ail t £  T.  Therefore p(Vn ) 
vanishes on Vj for all 3  such that J  +  a  /  0 in X ( T ) .  Equivalently. p{Vn) = (V'_a )‘ . 
Next we will show th a t (VrQ)* =  (V'*)_Q. If v  £  l ’_a . then ^ (v )  £  (V'Q)“. We need 
to show that p'{t)p{w) =  — a( t )p(v) .  where p' is the dual representation defined 
in 3.10. Indeed
p ( t ) p ( v ) ( a) =  ^-(v)(p(t)“ lu) =  b(p( t ) - lu.  v) =  b(u.p( t )v)
--- b(u. —a (t)v )  =  — a(t)b(u.  v) = — a( t )p(v ) (u) .
Hence (KJ* C (V'*)_Q. From this inclusion and since (V*)' =  V'. we also have
( v - ) . „  =  [ « v ~ u ) T  c  [ ( V " ) „ ] -  =  ( K , ) - .
Xow the lemma follows by self-duality. □
P ro p o s it io n  3.33. Let T  be an algebraic torus and let p : T  —► S O (V.q) be an 
orthogonal representation. For each weight a  ^  0 o f p. we choose one element of
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the set {a. —a}. Let q i  a r be the weights chosen in this way. Then the weight
spaces V'±ni are totally isotropic (with respect to q) and there is an orthogonal 
decomposition
V '~  Vo±:=1(V'Q,® V '_Qt). (3.2)
where V’o is the space o f fixed points and (Vat ~  V-Qt) is hyperbolic for  i =  1 r.
Proof Let v  E V'Q and u 6  Vj. From (3.1) we have that if bq{v. u) £  0 then 
3(t)a(t)  =  1. that is. 3  =  — a  in A'(T’). This shows that Va is orthogonal to Vj 
for all 3  7^  —o: hence the subspaces VQi ® V'_a, are pairwise orthogonal. The same 
computation also shows that each V^ is totally isotropic since a , — a ,. □
Let A/ be a maximal torus of SO(V.q)  containing p(T).  Let s = rank(.\/) =
[_dimV'/2J and let x i  Xs E X { M )  be such that ±X i ± \ s are all the
weights for the action of A/ on V . It is easy to see directly that x i  is a
basis for X( M) .
L em m a 3.34. Letcii a r and \ i  Xs be as above. Let m, be the multiplicity
of a t. Let d =  Xi +  '*■■*■ Xs- Then p ’(d) = m ja i +  • • • -F mra r .
Proof. First we shall show that p ' { \ ,) E X( T)  is a weight of p relative to T.  We
have that there exists v  ^  0 in V  such that
m ■ v =  \ t(m) ■ v  for all m € A/.
Since p{T) C M  we get that
p(t) • v =  x ,(p (0 ) • v  f°r t E T.
Hence o p = p *( \ t) is a weight of p relative to T.  Equivalently. pm{ \ t) E
{ckj.— Oj.0} for some j  E {1..........r}. Replacing by — xt- if necessary, we can
assume p’( \ t ) € { o ,.0 }.
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Now since M  preserves the factors in the decomposition (3.2). each of the sub­
spaces Vaj has a decomposition
The weight spaces V'Xl have dimension one and Va has dimension m }. Thus there 
are exactly weights \ t with p'{\ , )  = a , .  □
R e m a rk  3.35. Note that the class of p '(d ) in the quotient group X ( T ) / 2 X { T )  is
class is exactly the obstruction for p to admit a lifting p : T  —* Spin(V'. <7).
Let 7T : Spin(V’) —>• S O ( V )  be the canonical projection and let \ I  C Spin(V') be 
the maximal torus with ~(M)  =  M.  Identifying X ( M )  with its image tt’ (X(M)) .  
we can regard X ( M )  as a lattice in X ( M )  S Q containing X(. \ f ) .
L em m a 3.36. The group X ( M ) / X ( \ f )  is generated by the class o f \d  =  ^Yh  Yi-
Proof. Since Spin(V') is simply connected. X ( M)  coincides with the lattice of 
fundamental weights of the root system <£(Spin(V'). M).  But the root system 
<f(S p in (l/ ). M)  is equal to the root system $(SO(V'). .\/) because there is an 
isogeny between SO(V') and Spin(V'). Hence <£(Spin(L'). -\7) is Ds if dim V' =  2s 
and B s if dimV' =  2s +  1. The lemma follows immediately from the explicit de­
scription of the fundamental weights for D s and Bs given in Example 3.26. □
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section:
T h e o re m  3.37. Let G / K  be a connected reductive group. Let p : G  —► SO (V.q) 
be a representation rational over K . Let ± 0 ^ icv-j.. . . .  ± o r be the set of nonzero
weights o f p relatively to some maximal torus T  C G and let m i. mo m r be
the corresponding multiplicities.
independent of the choices we have made to define d. We shall see below that this
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Then there exists a K-homomorphism p : G Spin(V) such that ~ o p = p if  
and only € 2X( T) .
Proof Let M  be the maximal torus of SO(V') such that p(T)  C M.  Let p* : 
X( M)  X( T)  be the map induced by p. By Proposition 3.31 and Lemma 3.34. 
it is enough to show that the restriction of p to T  can be lifted to  p : T  —*• M  if 
and only if p’(d) € 2X(T) .
By duality, the map p : T  —* M  C SO(V') can be lifted to Spin(V') if and only if 
p* : X ( M )  —' X ( T )  can be extended to X(Af ) .  Since X{. \I)  = X ( M )  + ^dZ. the 
homomorphism p* can be extended to X { M)  if and only if p ’ (d) G 2X(T) .  □
3.8 R ationality  Properties
Let k be an arbitrary subfield of K  and A' an affine variety over K.  If the ideal 3( A') 
of all polynomials vanishing on A' is generated by A:-polynomials. we say that A' is 
defined over k. If X  is a closed subset of An defined over k. we let X( k )  = X  H k n 
be its set of k-rational points.
When X  and Y  are defined over k. we say that a morphism p : A* —» Y  is defined 
over k  (or is a k-morphism) if all the coordinate functions can be represented by 
polynomials with coefficients in k.
Now we review some definitions and results of this chapter that have rationality 
properties, which will be im portant later.
(3.1) We say that an algebraic group G  is defined over k  (or is k-group) if the 
variety G. p : G x G —► G. and i : G —*• G are defined over k. If G is a A>group. 
the set G(k)  of its ^-rational points is a subgroup of G.
(3.4) If G  is a linear A;-group. then there exists a A:-isomorphism of G onto a k- 
subgroup of G L n(A').
(3.6) If G  is a A-group. then G° is also.
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(3.9) Let p  : G  —«• G'  be a A-morphism of A-groups. Then the image of p  is a 
A-subgroup of G' . (The kernel need not be defined over A.)
(3.12) If G  is a A-group. its Lie algebra has a natural A-structure with C(G)  =  
K  0  ^C(G)(k).  In this case Ad : G —*• G L (£(G )) is a A-morphism.
R e m a rk  3 .38 . In the next two results we have to assume A is perfect in order to 
obtain the desired rationality properties. Recall that A is perfect if the algebraic 
closure A coincides with the separable closure ks. Hence showing th a t an element 
or a morphism is defined over A is the same as showing that they are invariant 
under the action of the Galois group Gal(A/A).
(3.17) Consider V' with a A-structure: Encl(I7) also has a A-structure. If a £  End(V') 
is A-rational and A is perfect, then as and an are also A-rational.
Proof. Denote E  =  End(V'). We are assuming that a £ E{k).  The elements as 
and an obtained in 3.17 are in E(k)  (see the proof of [1. Proposition 4.2]). If 
•s € Gal(A/A). then s acts on E(k)  and we have that a = s(a) = s(as) + s ( a n). Since 
s acts as an algebra automorphism, we see that s(an) is nilpotent and commutes 
with s(as). Moreover, since a s is semisimple. A[as] is a semisimple algebra. Hence 
.s(A[a.j]) =  A[.s(as)] is also semisimple. so s(as) remains semisimple.
By the uniqueness of the Jordan decomposition we have that s(as) =  as and 
■s(an) = an. Since A is perfect it follows tha t as and an are defined over A. □
(3.37) If p : G  —*• SO(V') is defined over a perfect field A and a lifting p : G —*• 
Spin(l/) of p exists, then p is also defined over A.
Proof. First we show that p is unique. Suppose that p \ . p2 : G Spin(V') are such 
that ~px =  ~pi =  p. Then pi(.r) =  u(x)p2(x) for all x  £ G  with a(.c) £  k e r"  =  Z /2. 
Thus we get a map u : G  - 'Z / 2 .  which must be trivial because G is connected. 
Therefore p\(x)  =  p2(.r) for all x  £ G.
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We have that p is a A;-homomorphism. The action of .s € Gal(A.-/A:) on p is given 
by (-sp)(j:) =  sp(s~lx). Hence
7T (sp)(x) = ~sp(s~lx) =  .S7rp(s- I x) =  sp(s~lx) = p{x).
since p is defined over k  and ~ commutes with the action of .s. From the uniqueness 
of p we conclude that sp = p for all s €  Gal(£/A;). Since k  is perfect, this shows 
that p is defined over k. □.
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C hapter 4
T he Second S tiefel-W h itn ey  Class o f  
Trace Forms
In 1984 J.P. Serre [24] expressed the second Stiefel-Whitney class of the trace 
form of a commutative etale algebra in terms of other cohomological invariants. 
In the case of central simple algebras. D. Saltman (1987. unpublished) described 
the second Stiefel-Whitney class of the form tr(x~). Our goal in this chapter is to 
present these two results in some detail. Our proof of Saltman's result is not based 
on his work, but on a paper by D. Lewis and J. Morales [13].
4.1 D efinition o f the Stiefel-W hitney Classes
The second Stiefel-Whitney class, as the name suggests, is one of a family of classes 
of quadratic forms, which we shall define in this section. These classes were defined 
by Delzant in [4] and we are following his idea.
Let k be a field of characteristic different from two. Denote by A:s the separable 
closure of k  and by T the Galois group of ks over k. As in Chapter 2. we denote 
by H n(k .Z/2)  the nth cohomology group of C with coefficients in Z /2.
According to  Proposition 2.5. H ’{k. Z / 2 ) =  £iT=i H n{k. Z /2) is a graded-commu- 
tative ring. In fact, this is a commutative ring because we are in characteristic two. 
Denote by H  the completion of H  = H ' ( k . Z / 2 ) .  so
DC
H  = 1 1  H n(k.Z/2) .
n=0
An element 3 e H  can be written as a "formal series 3 =  "'here
3t £  H l(k. Z /2 ). The operation in H  is given by multiplication of formal series:
DC X X
^ a r t • Jj =  ^ ( a J ) fc. where ( a J )k = ^  a p3q.
i=0 j= 0 k=0 p+q=k
60
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L e m m a  4.1. The set 1 4- H~ =  {1 +  5Z,>, : £ / / !(/r. Z /2 )} is a multiplicative
subgroup of H .
Proof. Let a  =  1 4- X^>i Q« anc  ^ d =  1 4- 5Zj>i ^j elements of 1 4- H * . Hence
q • j  =  i + y  a , +  3j + (y ^  q, • j ,  )
i>i j>i t>i j >i
= 1 + E  -h -
k >l
for E H k{k. Z /2 ). Hence 14- AT'1' is closed for multiplication. Now write a  =  1 — c 
where c =  ^Zt>i Qi (recall that we are in characteristic two). Thus
r" =  1 4- cn E 1 4- H * .
n > 0  n > 1
Note th a t (: n)p =  0 for n > p. hence each coefficient of zn is finite. Therefore 
1 4- H*  is a subgroup of H.  □
Let k  be the multiplicative group of k  and D = k / k 2. We can identify D 
with H l (k. Z /2) (see Corollary 2.12). We denote by (a) the class of [a] E D in 
H l(k. Z / 2 ).
Define the map w : D  —<• 1 4- H~  by [a] i—* 1 4- (a). This set-theoretical map can 
be extended to a group homomorphism as follows:
n
w : Z [D\ —*■ 1 4- H +. [a^ 4- • • • 4- [an] *—► J^[(l +  (at ))-
i = L
Combining tv with the map it : Z[D j —- W( k)  defined in section 1.1. we have
Z [D] —^  1 + H+
rr
W(k) .
P ro p o s it io n  4.2. The map w induces a group homomorphism
n
w : \V{k)  —>■ 1 4- H ~ . q =< a x an »->  J J (1  4- (a,)).
1=1
This homomorphism does not depend on the diagonalization o f q.
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Proof. We have to check th a t k e r"  C ker w. From theorems 1.11 and 1.17. we 
have that kerrr is generated by the elements [a] +  [6] — [c] — [d] E Z[D\ such that 
(a. b) = (c. d) and ab = cd. Recall that the quaternion algebra (a. b) corresponds to 
the cup product (a)-(b) in H 2(k. Z /2). The group H l{k. 'L/2)  is written additively. 
so ab corresponds to (a) 4- (b). It is enough to check that the generators of kerrr 
are in ker w. Let x  = [a] +  [6] — [c] — [d] be a generator of ker tt. Hence
tl-([a] +  [6]) =  (1 -I- ( a ) ) ( l  +- ( b ) )
=  1 + ( ( a ) +  (&)) + ( a ) - (6)
= l +  ((c) +  (d)) +  (c)- (d)
=  il’([c] + [d\).
It follows that w(x) = 0. as desired. □
D efinition 4.3. Let q E \V(k)  be a quadratic form of dimension n. Then w{q) = 
1 +  The coefficient n\(q) E H l{k.X/2)  is called the ilh Stiefel- Whitney
class of q .
More explicitly if q =< a i ........ an >. then
«-•<(?)= ^ 2
I<jl< <Jt<n
In particular, u'i(q) =  ( a t ) +  • • • +  (an) is the discriminant of q. The second class 
w2 (q) = ^2,<j(ai) ' (aj ) coincides with the Hasse invariant of q (compare with 
Definition 1.18).
4.2 Serre’s Formula
In this section we shall present the formula given by Serre in [24] to compute the
Hasse invariant of the form TrE/k(*2)- where E  is an etale algebra over k.
Before we explain Serre's work, we need to mention the relation between H'~ and 
extensions of groups.
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D efin itio n  4.4. Let G and .4 be abelian groups. An extension of G by .4 is a 
short exact sequence
0 — .4 — X  — G -r  0.
Two extensions 0 —<• .4 —>• X, —* G —* 0 (i = 1.2) are equivalent if there is an
isomorphism '• X \ — X> such that the diagram





Given an extension 0 —► .4 —>■ X  G —■• 0. choose a set map s : G —*• X  
such that .s(l) is the identity in X and s o -(g) = g for all g G G. This map is 
called a section. Since -  is a homomorphism. s(gh) and s(g)s(h) are elements of 
A' mapping to gh G G. Hence their difference lies in .4. We can define
d(g.h)  =  s(g)s(h)s(gh)~l.
which is a 2-cocycle of .4. Moreover.
Theorem  4.5. [30. Theorem 6.6.3] The equivalence classes of extensions of G 
by .4 are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the cohomology group 
H 2(G. .4).
The following example is necessary to Serre s argument.
Exam ple 4.6. Let G =  E n be the symmetric group of order n and .4 =  Z/2. 
According to [22].
H 2( E n. Z/2)  =
0
Z /2
if n = 1 
if n = 2 .3
Z /2  $  Z /2  if n > 4.
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We will be interested in the element sn € H 2( En.'L/2) corresponding to the 
extension
0 —' Z /2  —- E n
denoted by (IT') in [22. pg 355]. The extension s n is completely characterized by 
the following properties:
(1) If x  £ E n and p(x)  is a transposition, then x  has order two.
(2) If x  £ E n and p(x)  is a product of two disjoint transpositions, then x  has order 
four.
Recall that 0„(A:) is the orthogonal group of the n-dimensional unitary quadratic 
space (k n.ri <  1 > ). Hence we can identify E n with a subgroup of O a(A:). The 
following sequence of algebraic groups is exact (see (1.1) after Definition 1.26)
0 -* Z /2  — P in„ ^  O n — 0.
Let A' be the preimage of E n by tt. Then the following diagram of algebraic groups 
is commutative
0 ------ . z / 2     X  E n  > 0
I I I
0 ------ > Z /2--------- P in n -------► O n ------ > 0.
L em m a 4.7. Let n > 4. Then the extension 0 —♦ Z /2  —‘ A' E n —> 0 is the 
extension sn.
Proof. Consider the quadratic space (V. q). where V  =  fc" and q = n < 1 >. Take a
basis {ei e„} in kn such that q(e-t) =  1 and bq(et.ej) = 0 for i ^  j .  Let C (C )
be the Clifford algebra of (V. q).
Let i . j  be indices such that i ^  j .  Then q(et — e,) =  (e, — e} )2 =  2. N’ow take 
x  =  ^ j(e , — e3) in C(V’). Since x  £  C ^V '). ~(x)(v)  =  —x rx -1 for all v £ V.  one
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can easily check that:
(1) —xe,x_1 =  e}. —xejX~l =  e and —xe^-x-1 =  for k ^  i . j .
(2 ) xx'  = 1.
These two properties show that x is an element of Pin„(A:a). The first property 
also shows th a t the image of x on 0 „ can be identify with the permutation (i j ). 
Clearly the other element of X  that is mapped into (ij) is —x =  ~^(ej ~  ei)• Note 
that both have order two.
Now if we consider a product of two disjoint transpositions, say (ij)(kl).  then 
x =  ± 7(e, — Cj)(ek — a)  £  X  are the elements in the preimage of (i j ) ( k l ). We have 
that (e, — e j) and (e*.- — e/) are orthogonal, so they anticommute in C(V'). Hence
x" =  ~ ^ ( e« “  e])2(tk -  et)2 =  —-j.2.2 =  - 1.
Thus x has order.
We proved that the elements x £ X  such that «(x) is a  transposition have 
order two and the elements x £ X  such that ~(x) is a product of two disjoint 
transpositions have order four. These are precisely the properties that characterize 
s„. □
An immediate consequence of the lemma is that the following diagram of alge­
braic groups
o  , z / 2 ------ , r „   . o
I I i (4-i)
0 -------, Z /2  ------ ► P in „  -------► O n    0
is commutative.
Let E  be an etale algebra of rank n >  1 over k. Then over ks we have that 
E  = ks x - • - x k s (n times). From Galois descent, the cohomology set H 1(k. Aut (k")) 
classifies the etale algebras over k of rank n.
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Clearly we have Aut(A:") =  E n. Let e : T  —- 17n be the cocycle corresponding to 
E  in H l(k. E n). Hence e induces a map in cohomology
e* : H 2{En. Z /2 ) ->■ H 2(k. Z /2).
The quadratic form Q e  '■ E  —>* k  is defined by Q e {x ) — T r^ /^ x 2). Hence Q e is 
a nondegenerate quadratic form of rank n over k. From 2.19. Q e 6 H l( k . O n).
Lem m a 4 .8 . Let i" : H l(k. E n) —- H l(k. O n) be the map induced by the inclusion 
i : E n 0 „ . Then T{e) = Q E-
Proof. The cocycle e is obtained by choosing an isomorphism /  : E  S ks k" 
and defining e(cr) = f ~ l o a ( f )  for all a E T.  Since /  is an algebra isomorphism, f 
preserves the trace forms. Hence i o e : T  —<• O n is a cocycle that represents Q e in 
H l( k .O n). □
Serre's formula for the Hasse invariant of Q e  is given in the following theorem. 
T heorem  4 .9 . Keep the notation as above. Then
u-'i{Qe) =  e*(-s„) -r (2. d£).
Before proving the theorem, we need to make explicit the action of T  on E n. The 
cohomology classes (2).(d£)  £ H l(k .Z /2 )  play an im portant role in this action. 
Recall that \  : T  —> Z /2 . defined by cr(\/2) =  (— 1) ^/2 for all a E T . represents
(2). If £ : E n —>• Z /2  is the signature map. then the composition T  E n Z /2 
represents (df;)-
Xow if x  E E n and p(x)  is a transposition, then from the description of x  in the 
proof of Lemma 4.7 we get that <r(x) =  ( —1)X(<T| • x  for all a E T.  For an arbitrary 
element x  £ E n. z(p(x) j =  0 (resp.. 1) if p(x)  is a product of an even (resp.. odd) 
number of transpositions. Hence a(x) = (( —1)-v</7))s<p(j» . x .
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Proof of Theorem 4-9 We refer to [24. §2.2] for the argument for the cases n =  1.2. 3. 
Assume n > 4. By taking cohomology in the diagram (4.1). we get the commutative 
diagram
H l( k .E n) -------► H 2(k. Z /2)
i*
H l{k .O n) —2— H 2{k.TLj'l).
From Lemma 4.8. i '{e) = Q E. From the Springer's spinor interpretation of the
Hasse invariant (Theorem 2.22). d(QE) =  u-'2 {Qe)- We have to show that d(QE) =
e*(-s„) +  (2. dE).
The 2-cocycle sn can be described by s n{a. r) =  s(cr).s(r).s(crr)_I. where s : 
E n —► E n is a section in the extension
0 — Z /2  r n _ 0.
Hence
e*(.s„)(cr. r )  =  sn(e(a). e(r)) = s(e{a))s(e(T))s(e{crT))'1.
On the other hand, we can use s : E n —- E n to make our choice of a preimage of 
e(cr) in E n for each tr 6  f .  Denote x„ =  .se(cr) € E n for each <r E T . Hence
d{QE){a.r) = x ^ a (x r ) x ^
=  x A i - i r ^ f ^ ^ X r X ^
= x rT( - l ) ^ ie^ ' x Tx ^
= (2 . d E)xax Tx~}.
The last equality follows from Remark 2.14(2). But x ax Tx~j = e'(.sn)(o-. r). There­
fore d(QE) = e*(.s„) -f- (2, d E) (written additivelv). □
Rem ark 4.10. (1) The Stiefel-Whitney classes u’n(QE) with n > 2 can also be 
computed using the formula given by B. Kahn in [8].
(2) Serre [24] also computed iv> of the form Q E.a{x) = tr E/k{ax2) for a € E.
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4.3 Trace Form of a Central Simple A lgebra
Let .A be a central simple algebra of degree n over k. We define TA : A —>■ k  by 
TA(x) = t r A/k{x2). where t r  is the reduced trace defined in 1.47.
Our goal in this section is to determine the Hasse invariant of TA- As mentioned 
before, the argument presented here is based on a paper by D. Lewis and J. Morales
[13].
If A =  M n(k). then we denote the trace form T\in{k} by T .
P ro p o s itio n  4.11. If n is odd and A is a central simple algebra of degree n over 
k. then TA — T  .
Proof. Let D  be the division algebra such that A  =  Mn(D).  Then any maximal 
subfield L of D  is a splitting field of .4 (see Theorem 1.45). Since the degree of L 
over k is odd and TA ~  T  over L. we get TA ~  T  over k from Theorem 1.8. □ 
Throughout this section, we assume that n is even.
T h e o rem  4 .12 . Let .4 be a central simple algebra of degree n over k. Then
^ < r< )  =  j[.4] +  ^ ( - 1 .-1 ) .
where [.4] denotes the class of A in Bv(k).
Proof. We know that the elements of the group Aut(.\/„) =  P G L n are. in fact, 
isometrics of T.  Since A ut(.\/„) is a connected algebraic group, we actually have 
Aut(A/„) C SO (T ). Now since S p in(T ) is a universal cover of SO (T) and SL„ is 
simply connected, we can find a lifting I : SLn —► Spin(T) such that the diagram
1 ------ ► tin---------> SLn Aut(.\/„)  ► 1
I 11 L (4.2)
1 ------ ► n 2---------> S pin(T ) ------ ► SO(T)  ► 1
commutes.
Claim The map l : p.n —*■ Pi is nontrivial.
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Assume the claim. Then i(£) =  £n/2. Now by taking cohomology in the above 
diagram we get the diagram
H l( k .A u t (M n)) - 2 U  H 2( k . » n)
I .
i 1
/ f 1(A:.SO(r)) — d— + H'2{k .f i2).
which commutes.
We have that i'{A) =  T \  (see Lemma 4.S). From Theorem 2.22. 0{TA) = 
Wo(T \ ) -+- wo(T). The connecting homomorphism & takes A  into its class [.4] in 
H 2(k. fj.n ) C Br(A:). Hence r(c /( .4 )) =  £[.4]. By the commutativity of the diagram, 
we get
iv2(Ta ) = £[.4] +  w,(T).
Now by taking the canonical basis {etJ} of M n{k). one can easily compute that 
n,,(T) =
Proof o f  Claim It is enough to show that I : n n —* fi2 is nontrivial over some 
extension of k. We can assume that k / k 2 /  1 by replacing k  by k(t) if necessary. 
From the diagram (4.2). we get the following commutative diagram in cohomology
A ut(M n(k)) — H l(k.Hn)
i T ‘
SO  (T) -------► H l{k.fi2).
It is enough to show that Tm is nontrivial. The map SO (T ) —» H 1(k./j,2) = k / k 2 is 
the spinor norm .3 defined in 1.26. Hence it is enough to find an element a 6 G L n(A:) 
such that J(Inn(a)) is not a square in k.
Let a =  diag(d. 1........ 1). where d is not a square in k. Consider the canonical
basis {e,j} of M n(k) and set
i\ — do 11
w i =  e [ i e u
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Hence, by direct computation, one can check that
Inn(«j r l.,-ru..2Tl.3 i W 3 . . .  TVn / tL.n . 
where t v  is the reflection associated to v .  as defined in 1.5. Hence
n
J(Inn(a)) =  J J t r ( c * ) t r ( u ’t2) (mod A2)
i=2
= ( - 2 d ) n- l ( - 2 ) n- 1 (mod A:2)
=  d (mod A-2).
Since d g  A2 . this finishes the proof. □
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C hapter 5 
Scaled Trace Forms of Central Sim ple  
A lgebras
In this chapter we provide a formula to compute the second Stiefel-Whitney class 
of scaled trace forms of central simple algebras. We will see that the formula for 
the general situation depends strongly on the formula for the split algebra. We 
start by computing the latter.
Let k  be a perfect field of characteristic different from 2. Let .4 be a central 
simple algebra of degree n over k. Let a be a nonzero element in .4 and define 
Q.A.a '■ A —> k  by QA.a{-r) =  t r A/k(nx2) for all x  G .4. where t r  denotes the reduced 
trace. This quadratic form is called the scaled trace form.
The proof of the following lemma is based on Lewis' work on scaled trace forms 
[11].
L em m a 5.1. The quadratic form Q Aa nonsingular if and only if  a and —a have 
no common eigenvalue.
Proof. First we shall show that QA.a is nonsingular if and only if xa +- ax  =  0 
implies x = 0. The bilinear form bAa : .4 x .4 —» k  associated to Q,\.a is defined by 
b.A.ai-r- y) = -,trA/k{a(xy +  yx)). Assume that bAa(x.y)  =  0 for all y G .4. Then
0 =  bA_a{x.y) = ^ t r 4/fc (axy + ayx) =  \ t v A/k{yax +  yxa)
\  2 (5.1)
=  ^ t r A/k(y(ax + xa)).
Hence t r A^(y(ax- \-xa))  = 0 for all y G .4. Since the usual trace form is nonsingular 
we must have ax + xa = 0. By hypothesis it follows that x  =  0. thus Q Aa is 
nonsingular.
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Conversely, assume that ax  -f- xa  =  0. Then from (5.1). bAa(x.y)  =  0 for all 
y  G .4. Since QA.a is nonsingular, we have x = 0.
Now we need to show that ax ■+■ xa = 0  implies x  = 0 if and only if a and 
—a have no common eigenvalue. Let V  =  M n{k). where k  is the algebraic closure 
of k. Consider M  = "left multiplication by a" and .V = "  right multiplication by 
—a". endomorphisms of V.  Clearly we have that A/.Y =  .VA/. thus A/ and .V are 
simultaneously trigonalizable (see [5. 15.4j). Moreover, the diagonal entries of A/ 
and .V are the eigenvalues of a and —a. respectively. Hence det(A/ — .V) =  0 if 
and only if a and —a have a common eigenvalue. Thus ax +  xa =  0 implies x  =  0 
if and only if the system (A/ — N ) X  =  0 has a nontrivial solution, that is. if and 
only if det(A / — .V) ^  0. □
Next we reduce the problem to the case where the scaling factor a G .4 is a 
semisimple element.
P ro p o s it io n  5.2. Ltt as be the semisimple pari of a in its Jordan decomposition. 
Then QAm ~  QA,a,.
Proof. Let a = as+an be the Jordan decomposition of a. where a, is semisimple and 
an is nilpotent (see 3.17). We shall show that Q Am and Q A.a, are Witt-equivalent, 
which will be sufficient since the two forms have the same rank.
Recall th a t if U C .4 is a totally isotropic subspace, then .4 is Witt-equivalent 
to the space Uj~/U endowed with the form induced by Q Aa (see [9. Proposition
3.7.9]). Hence it will be enough to show that there is a subspace U C .4 totally 
isotropic with respect to QA a such that t r A/k(anx'2) = 0 for all x  G U~.
Let U C .4 be a subspace satisfying the following conditions:
(i) tr.i/*;(x-) =  0 for all x  G U
(ii) aU C U and Ua C U
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(iii) U is maximal among the subspaces of .4 satisfying (i) and (ii).
Let U~ be the orthogonal complement of U with respect to the form tr.t/*.(x2) 
(which is. by virtue of (ii). also the orthogonal of U with respect to tr .4/t(a x 2)). 
We shall show that the form tr.4/t(anx2) is identically zero on U L by showing the 
inclusion an U~ C U.
Consider the ring R  =  Ar[a] S* k[a\ equipped with the involution x  g  y =  i /g x .  
We define an 72-module structure on .4 by (x S y) • o  =  x a y  for x. y 6 A:[a] and 
q € .4. Notice that, by virtue of (ii). the subspace U is actually an /?-submodule 
of .4.
Define < a . 3  > =  tr .4/ t ( o 3) for a . 3  6 .4. We verify that for c € R  we have 
< cq. 3 > =  < a. z3 > (it is enough to see this for r  of the form c =  x  g) y. in which 
case the equality is obvious). It follows immediately from this property that U~ is 
an /?-submodule as well.
The next step is to show that (iii) implies that C/ x / U  is a semisimple /?-module. 
Let r be the radical of R  and let m > 1 be the smallest integer such th a t rmU~ C U 
(r is a nilpotent ideal). Suppose that m >  2 and let I be the smallest integer with 
I > m/2.  Then
< > = <  L'x .rV L r± >
= <  U \  t 2/C'x >
= {0}.
since r = f  and r21U1- C U . Hence rlU~ is a totally isotropic /?-submodule. and 
therefore U is also. By (iii) we must have U + vtU x =  U. tha t is. t lU ± C U.
This contradicts the minimality of m : therefore m  =  1.
Since an g  1 is in the  radical r. we have anUL C U . Therefore t r A/k(anxy)  =  
tTA/k((anx)y)  =  0 for all x. y € UL. as claimed. □
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5.1 The case where A is a  split algebra
Throughout this section we shall assume th a t .4 =  .\fn(tc). Let b 6 M„(k)  be a 
fixed element so th a t Q.\ma-).6 is nondegenerate. In view of Proposition 5.2 we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that b €  A  is semisimple. For simplicity, we 
shall write Qb for Q u nik).b-
For the remainder of this section, we fix a commutative etale algebra E  C M n{k) 
of dimension n over k  containing 6. We identify the matrix algebra M n{k) with the 
algebra of L-endomorphisms Endk(E).
Let L =  E  Sk  E  and let ~p : L —► Endj^E) be the A:-linear homomorphism given 
on pure tensors by
;(-r S  y)( = ) =  TrE/k(yz)x.  (5.2)
It is easy to see that p  is an isomorphism of A>vector spaces. (Since it is essentially
the canonical isomorphism E  Sk E * =  End/t(E) as A-vector spaces, where E  and
its dual E '  have been identified via the trace form of E.)
L em m a 5.3. Let x . y  € E. then Tr(\;(.r ® y))  =  TrE/h(yr)-
Proof. Choose a basis for E  and write down the matrix of ^ ( x  0  y) with respect 
to this basis. □
P ro p o s it io n  5.4. Let p  be the map of  (5.2). Then for all u. v € L we have.
Trt/jb((6 0  1 )uv) =  Tr(bip(u)p(v)). (5.3)
where ~ is the involution on L given by x  0  y =  y®x.  In particular, the map ^  is an 
isometry between the quadratic spaces (L. Tr^/k{(b<S> l)uu)) and (Endfc(E). Tr(6c2)).
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Proof. It is enough to prove (5.3) for u and v of the form u = x  2  y and v =  x'  2  */. 
By direct computation we have
{^(u)^(c)6}(a’) =  u)(TrE/k(y’bw)x ')
=  Tr E/k(y'bw)^(u){x')
= TrE/k(!/bw)TvE/k(y '^)-r 
=  Tr£/fc(yz') • 0  y'b)w.
It follows from the above computation and Lemma 5.3. that
Tr(+(u)^((.’)&) =  ^E/k(bxy ')TvE/k(yx')
=  T rL/k{bxy 2  y x )
= TvL/k{(b® l)(x  2  y)(x' & y'))
=  T r L A .( ( f e  0  l ) u c ) .
Similarly we have that TrL/fc((l ®b)uv) = Tr(6T:(u )^ (r)) . Let J  =  {b 2  1 +  1 2 6 )/2 . 
Hence T r ^ l  J u r )  =  Tr(6>;(u )T;(c)). Since TrE/k (Juv)  is the symmetric bilinear 
form associated to Tri /k((b % 1 )uu). the last statem ent of the proposition follows. 
□
The Proposition 5.4 allows us to reduce our problem to the case when the un­
derlying algebra is a commutative etale algebra. This situation is generally better 
understood. In particular, the Proposition 5.4 will allow us to compute invariants 
for Tr(6x2).
The following result has been proved by David Lewis in [12. Section 4]. This can 
also be proved using 5.4.
C o ro lla ry  5.5. I f  the form Q =  Tr(6:r~) is nondegenerate, then its discriminant 
is equal to ( —l)" ln~l ' /2 det 6.
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Proof. From 5.4. the discriminant of Qb is equal to the discriminant of TrL/kiibS  
l)uu).  Since the bilinear form associated to Tr£,/fc((6&l)uu) is T r£,/*..(3uv).  we have
disc(Q6) =  det(Tr L/k(.luv))
= ■ det{TvL/k{uv)).
By direct computation, we get th a t d e ^ T r^ ^ n c ) )  = ( —i) n>n_l>/2. It remains to
show that Ni/k(J)  =  det6. Let e x..........en be the set of indecomposable idempotents
for the algebra E s = E  25 ks. Hence b =  blel for some bx bn G ks. Since
1 =  i ej • we have
n n n n
6 2) 1 =  ^  btet 25 ^  e_, =  ^ 2  bt?i ® e7 and 1 25 b =  ^  bJel 25 e}.
i=i j=i i ,j=i ' j - i
Hence J  =  = 1 -1^ rLel 25 e}. and
= n  ^
i.j =1
1=1 t< j ~ j <i ~
=  det b (mod A;2).
Xote that I~[i<j invariant under the action of T = Gedik^/k). thus it is in
k. □
Let ex en be the system of indecomposable idempotents for the algebra
E s =  E  25 ks. Then 5  := {e, 0  e_, : i. j  =  1 n} is a system of indecomposable
idempotents for E s 25 Es.
The factors in the decomposition of L =  E  25 E  as a product of fields are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the orbits of the Galois group T acting on S.  The 
set S  splits as a disjoint union of T-stable subsets
=  {e, 25 e, : i = 1 n} U {e, 25 e3 : i ^  j: i . j  =  1........ n}.
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This corresponds to a splitting of L as a product of algebras
L =  E  x M.  (5.4)
Note that the involution x  g> y  =  </ ® x on E’ SZ T is the identity on the  factor 
E  in (5.4) and permutes all the idempotents corresponding to M.  An immediate 
consequence of the last observation is the following Lemma:
L e m m a  5.6. The algebra M  of  (5.4) splits, as an algebra with involution, in the 
form
r
A / = n x  <5-5 >
i=i
where L l is either a field preserved by the involution and on which the involution
is not the identity, or a product L z = F, x Ft. where F, is a field and the involution
on L interchanges the two factors of L x. □
Given b € E. we denote by Tb the form Tr/r/A..(6x2) on E  and by Sb the form 
Tr.u/fc(6 & lcc) on M.  Using Proposition 5.4 and the above decomposition (5.4). 
we can write Qb as an orthogonal sum
Qb — Tb ±. Sb. (5.6)
We know that disc(71,) =  det(fe) • d£jk- Thus by Corollary 5.5 we have disc(Sf,) =
( —l)" ln-l)/-d£;/i.: in particular. disc(Sfc) is independent of b.
We shall next calculate the invariant w2 of the form Qb- It is easier first to
calculate w-2 of the form Q\ J_ Qb and then use the addition formulas. Recall that 
if qi and q> are quadratic forms over k. then
w2(qi _L q2) =  w2(qi) +  w2(q2) +  (d ise^ ).d isc(^ ))) (see 1.19). (5-7)
From (5.6). we obtain
Q x .L Qb ~  (Ti ±  Tb) -L (5 t _L Sb). (5.8)
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By taking w2 on both sides, we get
u '- i iQ i  -L Q b )  — w>(Ti _L Tb) + ir-)(Si _L Sb)- (5.9)
(Xote that disc(S(> ±  Si) is a square.)
Let Ft C Lt be the fieid fixed by the involution. Let 3t € Ft be the component 
of J  =  (1 S  b +  6 eg l) /2  in L t. Let S lb{z) = T r£.,/*: (S,c3). W ith this notation, we
The following result gives an expression for w2 for each of the terms on the 
right-hand side of (5.10). The argument in the proof is essentially the same given 
in [15. Proposition 2.1].
P ro p o s it io n  5.7. Let J, € Ft be the component o f  3 in L,. Write Lt = Ft[t\/(t2 — 
dt). with d, E Ft. Then
where C o r : Br(Fl) — Br(A:) is the corestriction map (see Section 2.1).
Proof. Define := T r i j p f z z ) JL T r ^ / p f  djCr). This is a four dimensional quadratic 
form over Ft. Xote that
have
S, 1  Sb = JL ,r= l  (S[ JL SI). (5.10)
«r,(S{ 1  SI) =  CorFi/k(dt. - J t )  + [Ft : k } ( - 1 .-1 ) . (5-11)
= <  1. 3t > S3 <  1. - d t >
=<  1. 3t. —dt. —3tdi > .
Hence X lb e  I2{Ft).
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where the maps and <!>fr are given by the W itt invariant (in Scharlau's book
[21] terminology). Hence we have
The result follows using the well-known formulas relating the W itt invariant with 
the Hasse invariant (see [21. pg 81]). □
R e m a rk  5.8. An alternative proof of (5.11) can be given using the general for­
mula of B. Kahn [8. Theoreme 2] for the corestriction of total Stiefel-Whitney 
invariants.
As an immediate application, we have
C o ro lla ry  5.9. Keeping the above notation.
i=i
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.7 and equation (5.7). Recall 
that disc(S[ _L S ‘b) is a square, thus w-> behaves additively on (5.10). □
We can now state the corresponding result for Qb'-
T h e o re m  5.10. With the notation above, we have
w-ziQb) --=w2{Qi ) +  t r^ T r fy / j t tx 2)) +  ^ ( - l .d e tf r )
r (5.12)
1=1
where E' = E[t]/(t2 — b).
Proof. From (5.9) and Corollary 5.9 we obtain
1=1
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Hence using that disc(Q*,) =  det(fr)( —l)n(" l,/2. we have
u'-ziQb) = v2(Qi) +  w2{Qi -L Qb) + (disc(Qi).disc(Q<,))
= w2{Qx) + WiiTx X Tb) + -d e tfc
n(n — 1)
H  ----- ( —1. — 1) +  ^ 2  CorFt/k(di. —J t)
i=i




r ,  X Tj, =  Tr£/fcX" +  T r^-fry2 
=  Tr£A.(x2 +  fry2).
Let ~ =  x 4- ty  with x . y  e  E  and t2 = b. so : 2 =  x2 +  fry2 4- 2xyX Hence 
T r£ '/£ (r2) =  2(x2 + b y 2). that is. x2 4-fry2 =  ^TreyfK -2)- It follows that
Tr£/t(x- 4- fry) = -Tr£/fcTr£y/£-(c~) = -Trp/fc(r2).
Thus w2(T\ X Tb) =  uy>(|Tr£>/*.(x2)). Therefore we have the desired formula. □ 
R e m a rk  5.11. The term  il'2(Q i ) of (5.12) is easy to compute directly:
\ „  , n(n -  1)
u.'2(Q i ) =  ----- -------( —1. —1). where m = -----   .
The term tt 'o ^ T r^ y ^ x 2)) of (5.12) can be described using Serre's formula 4.9. 
but we have to account for the factor
For an arbitrary quadratic form Q = <  ........ an > and A € k. we have that
'f-i(AQ) =  ]T [(A ) +  (a,)] • [(A) +  (a,)]
‘<J
= 53(A) ■ (A)+ (A) 53^ )+ (A) 53 (°j)+5 3 ^  ■
K J  1<J K J  K J
= A) + ( n -  1)(A. disc(Q)) 4- w2{Q).
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Now take A =  \  = 2 (mod k 2) and Q =  Tr£'/jt(x2). Hence disc Q = dE> and 
from Serre’s formula u:2{Q) =  e‘E,(s2n) +  (2.dE>). where eE> : Y —- E 2n is the 
homomorphism defining E ' . Hence using that ( — 1.2) =  0 (because < 1. —2. —2 > 
is isotropic), we get
a '2(^ T r£'/jt(x- )) =  —-----( — 1.2) +  {n — 1)(2. dE>) 4- eE,(.s2n) +  (2. dE>)
= n{2.dE>) + eE,(s2n).
For n even. w2{\TrE>ik(x2)) = e'E,{s2n).
5.2 The general case
Let (A. a) be a general pointed algebra. By Proposition 5.2. we can assume th a t 
a € .4 is semisimple. By Lemma 1.49. we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that (.4. a) is a twist of a pointed algebra of the form (Mn(k) .b ).
In this section we shall compare the quadratic forms Q.\.a and Q u n(k).b■ For 
simplicity, we shall write Qb for Q\rn{k).b• as we did in the previous section.
The same argument used in the proof of Proposition 4.11 shows that if n is odd. 
then Q.\.a — Qb- Hence the situation for n odd is particularly simple.
For the case when n is even, we shall establish relations between the lower 
Stiefel-Whitney invariants of Q.\.a and Qb using Galois cohomology.
Let G  be the automorphism group of the pointed algebra (M n.b). regarded as 
an algebraic group over k. We shall first investigate the structure of G.
By the Skolem-Xoether Theorem, the elements of G are the inner automorphisms 
of A/n. Since they must fix b. we have
G ~  Z glJ V / G U .
where Zgl„(6) is the centralizer of b in GL„ and G L t is the subgroup of scalar 
matrices.
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Since b is semisimple. the vector space V' =  k* is equal to the direct sum of its
eigenspaces V\. Vj V’r. Hence over the separable closure k s. the group Zq Ln(^)
adm its the decomposition
r
z Gu ( 6 ) = n G L (v^- (5-i3)
1=1
This shows th a t G is a connected reductive algebraic group.
Clearly the group G acts on M n by automorphisms of Qb- Equivalently. G  C 
O(Qb).  Since G is connected, we must actually have G C SO  (Qb)- This simple 
observation has a nontrivial consequence:
P ro p o s it io n  5.12. tt’i(Q.4.a) =  ici(Qb).
Proof. Let d e t, : H 1(k.O(Qb)) —- H l{k."L/2) be the map induced by the deter­
minant map O {Qb) —*- Z /2. It is easy to see directly from the cocycles that if cq 
is the class in H l{k.O(Qb)) corresponding to a quadratic form q. then ii'i(q) = 
U-'i(Qb) +  det«(c7). In particular, if cq is represented by a cocycle with values in 
SO  (Qb). as is the case for q = Q am■ then tvi(q) =  Wi(Qb). □
R e m a rk  5 13. David Lewis proved the equivalent of Proposition 5.12 using generic 
splitting fields ([11. Proposition 3.1]).
Let G l =  Z GLn{b) n  SL„. Observe that the restriction to  G'1 of the canonical 
projection Zgl„(&) —+ G is an isogeny. Its kernel is /x„. the group of nth roots of 
unity. Hence we have the following exact sequence
1 C ‘ -  G -  1.
Let 5  C Z gl„(6) be a maximal torus defined over k. Then T  =  S /G L i and 
T l = S f) SL„ are maximal tori in G and G 1 respectively.
By (5.13). the rank of S  is n. Hence 5  is conjugated in G L„ to the group of 
diagonal matrices D „. sav S  = g B ng - 1. Let ~ i  ~n be the canonical projections
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D„ —- G Li- Define : S —► GL! by \ t{t) =  ~t(g ltg) for 1 < i < n (notice th a t
the \ , 's  are the weights for S  acting on k" via the inclusion 5  —  GL„).
L em m a 5.14. Let p : ZcLn(6) - ‘ G L (.\/n) be the restriction of the adjoint repre­
sentation Ad : GL„ — GL(.Y/„). Then the weights of  p relative to S  are — Xj
for  i . j  =  1 n.
Proof First we need to check that for all t £ S
p(t)(akl) = ( \ ,  -  \ j ) ( t ) (ak[) for some 0 ^  (afct) g  M n.
Since t G 5. then g ~ ltg =  A 6 D„. So x f t )  = - f X )  and p(t) = Ad(A). Let
A =  diag(A! A„). then for (akt) G M n
Ad(A )(aki) = A(nw)A_l =  (XkX f lahi).
On the other hand. A) =  AjAj1. so (-, -~ j ) (X ){ a kl) = (A.AJ1 )(Qw)- Hence
(XkX f laki) =  ( A , A “ l ) ( a f c i ) .
If i = j .  any matrix (aki) G D„ satisfies the equality. For i = 1 n. all
correspond to the trivial weight and each hcis multiplicity n. If i j  the matrices 
(akl) with akl =  0 for all k  ^  i and I ^  j  satisfy the equality. Each of the nontrivial
weights — \ j  (i ^  j )  has multiplicity 1.
Xow by counting the multiplicities, we can conclude th a t the weights — \ 3 ( i . j  = 
1 n) are all the weights of p relative to S. □
R e m a rk  5.15. When we restrict p to G l the weights of p relative to T 1 are again 
— Xj• but we must consider the restrictions : T l —*■ G L i. Xote that the 
characters \ t : S  —* G L i don’t factor through T  = S /G L i. but the characters 
Yi — \ j  do factor through T.  Moreover, they are the weights of the representation 
p : G —> SO (Qb) relative to T.
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P roposition  5.16. Let -  : Spin(<3ft) —*- SO (Qb) be the canonical projection and 
p : G 1 —* SO (Qb) the adjoint representation. Then there exists a homomorphism 
p : G l —* Spin (Q b )  such that ~ o p =  p.
Proof. We shall verify- the condition of Theorem 3.37. According to Lemma 5.14. 
the nonzero weights of p are — \ } (i ^  j ) .  Since the multiplicity of each of these 
weights is 1. by Theorem 3.37. the obstruction for the existence of p is given by 
the class of p'(d) = Yh<j(Xi ~  \ j ) ‘n X ( T l) / '2X(Tl ). This class is shown below to 
be trivial:
p-(i)  = £ ( * ,  + (mod 2 X ( T 1))
‘<J (5.14)
= (n -  1)(\ ! 4 h \„ )  (mod 2A'(7'1)).
Since (n — 1) is odd. we need to show that Yi 4- ■ ■ • 4- Xn =  0 in X ( T l ). Consider 
the exact sequence 1 —► T 1 —*■ 5  G L i —' 1- This induces an exact sequence of 
character groups
0 — .A(GL!) A'(S) -  A '(T l ) -  0.
Since A '(GLi) is generated by id (the identity) and det*(id) =  \ i  +  - • -4- \ n we have
that Im(det‘ ) =  ( \ i  4------ 1 \n): the subgroup of A’(S') generated by \ i  4- • • • 4- \ n.
Therefore X ( T l ) =  A '(5 ) /( \i  4-----+  \„ ) . □
Let p : G —> SO(.\/„.Q6) be the representation given by p(g)(x) = gxg~l. The 
following diagram of algebraic groups over k  is commutative and the rows are exact 
sequences.
1 -------> n n  ► G 1 ------ , G ------ - 1
(5.15)
1 ------ ' im---------- Spin(Qb) ------ > SO (Qb) ------ - 1-
L em m a 5.17. For n even, the induced map p : ptn —* pL0 in the above diagram is
nontrivial.
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Proof. By the same computation as in (5.14). we have p'(d) = (n — l ) ( \ i  H (- \.„)
(mod 2 X (T ) ) .  Since \ i  H b \ n 7^  0 in X ( T )  and (n — 1) is odd. p’ {d) £  2X(T) .
Thus, by Theorem 3.37. the homomorphism p : G  —*• SO(Qft) cannot be lifted to 
Spin(Q&). Hence p : pLn —> pi., is nontrivial, for otherwise p : G l —> S p in (Qb) 
would factor through G. □
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
T h e o re m  5.18. Let Qb and Q.\,a be as above. Then
algebras th a t are twists of (A/„(A;). 6). Let [A. a] denote the cohomology class in 
H x{k.G)  associated with (A. a). Let [Q.-i.a] 6  H x(k. SO(Qb)) be the class associ­
ated with the form Q_\.a- Taking cohomology in (5.15). we obtain a commutative 
diagram:
where 0  and & are the coboundary maps.
It is easy to see that p„[.4.a] =  [Q.4.a] and that d[.4. a] =  [.4]. the class of .4 in
u-'2(Q.A.a)  =  U-'iiQb)  4------— -------"[-*!]•
where [.4] is the class o f  A  in the Brauer group Br(A:) =  H 2(k. GLi ) .
Proof. We assume first that n is even. The set H l(k.G)  classifies all the pointed
H l{k. G) H 2(k.fj.n)
(5.16)
H x(k .S O (Q b)) H2{k.pL2).
By Springer’s Theorem 2.22 (in additive notation), we have
U-'-liQ.A.a) = U-'-liQb) +  &p,\A.a]  
=  iv2(Qb) + p.[-4]- (5.17)
In the second equality we use the com m utativity of diagram (5.16).
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On the other hand, by Lemma 5.17. we have
m  =
Combining this equality wdth (5.17). we get
“•’2 (Q.-i.a) =  “-'’ (Q b )  +  ^[*4]-
In the case when n is odd. we clearly have i r 2 ( Q A .a ) =  u-'iiQb)  because Q .\.a  — Qb- 
Since the order of [.4] is a divisor of n. we can write a single formula for both n 
even and n odd:
U-’i iQ A .a )  =  U-'liQb) 4---- -— -^-- 'M l- ^
Finally, putting together Theorem 5.18 and Theorem 5.10 we obtain the most 
general formula:
T h e o rem  5.19. With the notation of Proposition 5 . 7  and Theorem 5 . 1 0 .  we have 
^'■liQ.-x.a) =  4— —  ^ -[-4] +■ ti’2(-Tr£//jt(.r“))
( _  i) ** r (5-18)
+  ----- (— 1. det b) +  y ^ C o r /rA-(d,. - J , ) .
1=1
where E'  =  E[t]/{t2 — b). □
See Remark 5.11 for the computation of the terms w-2(Q i ) and tr- j^ T r^ ^ -^ ’")) 
in (5.18).
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